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Abstract
The Stations of the Cross is an ancient Roman Catholic devotional ritual. True to the conviction of
the Roman Catholic Church that art has the ability to communicate theological ideas, works of art
that depict the passion of Christ stand central when this ritual is performed. Very rarely this story is
told through music.
In this thesis, which was inspired by my performance of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross (a suite
for organ) by Alan Ridout, I analysed this work with the specific objective to establish how this
composition relates the story and communicates it to the audience. My intention was to apply the
knowledge that I gained through my investigation to render an insightful and spiritually rewarding
performance.
The specific line of analysis of the work was prompted by Ridout’s note that this work was a set of
variations that concludes with the theme. Considerations taken into account were whether he started
with an identifiable theme from the religious repertoire, or whether the result of the developing
theme was realised in the last Station.
Despite the specific association of the Stations of the Cross devotion with the Roman Catholic faith,
Ridout composed his work on commission for the Anglican Canterbury Cathedral. I also investigated the possibility of the liturgical use of musical renderings of the Fourteen Stations of the Cross in
Protestant churches.
Ridout also states in his composer’s note that the work was suggested by the sculptured relief works
which can be seen in the Altenberg Cathedral, Westphalia, Germany. I identified Emil Sutor as the
artist of Der Kreuzweg and studied photographs of these images. I also questioned why these particular images were the source of Ridout’s inspiration.
I searched for similarities in the style of expression of the two artists with the objective to combine
their works in performance, the organ music with a simultaneous PowerPoint presentation of these
images. As the goal of the Stations of the Cross is to communicate spiritual and theological concepts, I was interested in the first place in the response of the devotees who will be my audience.
With the knowledge that I acquired by practising this work as well as by reading relevant literature I
hope to contribute information that will provide insight to future performers of this work.
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Opsomming
Die Stasies van die Kruis is ’n Rooms-Katolieke ritueel. Getrou aan die kerk se sienswyse oor die
vermoë van kuns om teologiese begrippe oor te dra, staan die uitbeelding van die lyding van
Christus in kunsvorm sentraal in die ritueel. Hierdie verhaal word selde deur musiek uitgebeeld.
In hierdie tesis, wat gebore is uit my uitvoering van The Fourteen Stations of the Cross (’n suite vir
orrel) van Alan Ridout, het ek die werk geanaliseer met die spesifieke doelwit om vas te stel hoe die
werk die verhaal aan die gehoor kommunikeer. Die kennis wat ek verwerf het in my ondersoek was
met die oog daarop om die werk met die bes moontlike insig te kan uitvoer en ’n geestelike ervaring
vir my gehoor te bewerkstellig.
Ridout dui op die manuskrip aan dat hierdie werk ’n stel variasies is waarvan die tema net in die
laaste, die veertiende stasie in die geheel gehoor word. My analise is hierdeur gelei om twee moontlikhede te ondersoek, naamlik of hy met ’n bestaande tema uit die religieuse repertoire begin het, en
of die ontwikkelende tema aan die einde gestalte vind.
Die Stasies van die Kruis word in wese met die Rooms-Katolieke denominasie geassosieer, maar
Ridout het hierdie werk in opdrag van die Anglikaanse kerk van die Canterbury Katedraal gekomponeer. Ek het dus ook ondersoek of daar ’n moontlikheid is om die musiek van die Stasies van die
kruis in Protestantse konteks te gebruik.
Ridout het op die manuskrip aangedui dat die werk gesuggereer is deur die reliëfbeeldhouwerke wat
hy in die Altenberg-katedraal, Wesfale, Duitsland gesien het. Die werke is geïdentifiseer as Der
Kreuzweg van Emil Sutor. Met die bestudering van foto’s van die beelde het die vraag ontstaan
waarom hierdie beelde en nie enige ander stasiekunswerke nie tot Ridout gespreek het.
Ek het ondersoek of daar ooreenkomste in die manier van uitdrukking van die twee kunstenaars is,
met die oogmerk om dit gekombineerd aan te bied, as ’n orreluitvoering met ’n PowerPointaanbieding van die beelde. Aangesien die doelwit van die uitvoering was om geestelike en teologiese konsepte te kommunikeer, was ek ook in die eerste plek geïnteresseerd daarin hoe die werk
deur my gehoor van gelowiges ontvang sou word. Met die kennis wat ek verwerf het deur die werk
te speel, sowel as deur toepaslike literatuur te lees, hoop ek om inligting te verskaf wat sal bydra tot
insig vir toekomstige uitvoerings van hierdie werk.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1.

Background and rationale

Despite the fact that I am an experienced organist, I have struggled in recent years to prepare suitable music for Lent in the Dutch Reformed Church. The choice of music presented difficulty due to
the diverse expectations of devotees in modern-day congregations where conflicting ideas exist between a conservative contingent and a younger group with modern views. The idea to present organ
music accompanied and elucidated by PowerPoint presentations of Stations of the Cross works of
art seemed like a possible solution to the problem. The recent success of the improvisations on The
Stations of the Cross by a young organist, Winand Grundling, was instrumental in my thought process. Grundling presented his work with acclaim at several art festivals in South Africa. The
thought that the ordinary citizen, who had become increasingly reluctant to be involved in church
activities would pay for tickets at art festivals to listen to music that was inspired by a subject closely related to the Roman Catholic faith, can be interpreted as indicative of what people might be expecting from a modern-day Lent service.
Unlike Grundling, I am not a competent improviser and I searched for suitable material from the
organ repertoire to serve my purpose. To find existing music with the same topic as the Stations of
the Cross proved to be difficult, as such compositions are rare. This is probably due to three reasons: (a) the dominance of the choral traditions of passions and similar works; (b) the fact that program music mostly belongs to the romantic period; and (c) the decline of interest in religion and
organ music during the post-war era.
I started my investigation with the oeuvre of Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992) who contributed programmatic organ works with theological content, but did not include the Stations of the Cross topic.
The most famous musical portrayal of the Stations of the Cross is by Marcel Dupré (1886-1971)
whose improvisations (which he later transcribed) were intended as reflections on the poems of Paul
Claudel (1868-1955). In recent times, this challenging work is usually performed without the reading of the poems for Claudel’s highly emotional style of writing has become outdated. The Stations
of the Cross by César Franck (1822-1890) is a compilation of existing works and contains only seven Stations or movements.
Alan Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the Cross seems to be the only organ composition with the
same title as Dupré’s work. It was a suitable topic for Ridout, who has written extensively for the
organ, was fascinated by the Roman Catholic faith and became a convert towards the end of his life.
I decided to prepare Ridout’s music for performance for Lent 2014 and subsequently presented it
for a masters of music recital examination.1
The idea to incorporate music for the Stations of the Cross in combination with works of art in a
Protestant context required thorough research on the origin, history and meaning of this Catholic
devotional practice. I conducted my research from the perspective of the performer of a musical
work who wishes to provide insight in the creative process rather than to present a historic investi1

In order to distinguish between the devotional practice of the Stations of the Cross and Ridout’s composition, italics
will be used when the latter is meant. For the sake of clarity, Sutor’s work will be referred to as Der Kreuzweg.
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gation into religion. However, as I had a specific audience of Protestant devotees in mind, it was
necessary to dwell on some crucial points of dogmatic differences. Though some Protestant denominations, notably the Lutheran Church, have a more relaxed view on the use of symbols and art in a
religious context, there is still a historic animosity present in Calvinistic circles to anything that can
be seen as Roman Catholic by origin.2
My approach to Ridout’s score was both analytical and psychological. I made investigations in order to understand the composer’s thought process, his compositional technique and also his connection to the spiritual aspect of the topic that he addressed. My reflection on his music led to a concern
about the listener’s response, for there was little thematic material to relate to, and the minimalistic
use of material resulted in a complexity which I thought would be in need of verbal explanation.
For a considerable period, it seemed to me that my effort in practising the music raised more doubts
about issues concerning the interpretation than confirming any of my initial deductions. I longed to
reach that stage of my preparation where I would feel empowered and convinced of the decisions
that I had made. Above all, I needed to decide on a specific performance and regard it as the sole
possibility. Bruce Brubaker addresses this period of uncertainty when he (2007: 67) argues that the
playing of a piece of music can become the subject of research and that by playing, one is actually
reading a lot of information. Through the close reading of the text, questions will arise. He calls this
state “the vital necessity of uncertainty.” These questions can have more than one answer and the
answers are often found in artistic responses that are difficult to articulate. Thus performing becomes a fact-finding mission (Brubaker, 2007: 67). The present research developed in a similar way
and the very first questions emerged from the title page of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross.
On the title page of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross, Ridout shared his compositional thoughts
with the performer by a composer’s note in which he states that the work was suggested by the
sculptured relief work, Der Kreuzweg, in Altenberg Cathedral, Westphalia, Germany. I corresponded with the present-day organist of the Cistercian monastery of Altenberg, Dr Rolf Müller, who
kindly provided me with an official brochure from this Cathedral, a document which proved to be
very informative. This publication, written by Winfried Pilz, describes the creation of the Kreuzweg
by the German sculptor, Emil Sutor in 1940. It contains photographs of the Stations of the Cross
which I subsequently studied in an attempt to understand Ridout’s acknowledged source of inspiration.
Curiously, Ridout does not mention Sutor by name in his inscription and this could be interpreted as
either ignorance or a deliberate omission (for the latter, one would expect a good reason). Furthermore I questioned the reason for Ridout’s reaction to specifically these sculptured reliefs, as many
examples could be found elsewhere.3 Might there have been a metaphysical artistic response to the
works by Sutor, and would this be possible to prove? The answer may lie in Ridout’s autobiography, A composer’s life, where a whole chapter is devoted to the author’s views on the source of
inspiration and also when he contemplates his own reactions to works of art (Ridout, 1995:94).
2

This animosity I experienced first-hand in 2013 when a chorister walked out in protest when the Tygerberg City Choir
was rehearsing an Ave Maria.
3
As the Canterbury Cathedral belongs to the Anglican denomination, there are no Stations of the Cross works of art in
this cathedral.
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Ridout’s inscription continues that this work is a set of variations of which the theme in its complete
version is only heard in the fourteenth Station. This focuses the attention on the theme which had to
be identified as either an original invention, or derived from an existing melody from the religious
repertoire. Bearing in mind how Ridout relates in his autobiography his intensive studies in plainsong with Thurston Dart and also his involvement with music for the Canterbury Cathedral organist, Allan Wicks, it is natural to assume that the composer might have built on existing material.
This method is a common practice for composers of the religious music genre.
There is, however, also a third option. Ridout was schooled in twelve-tone compositional techniques, and Schönberg’s developing variation technique is another possible compositional process
that he might have taken. The developing variation technique comprises the genesis of a theme, a
gradual addition to, and development of musical ideas.4 This argument questions the correctness of
Ridout’s wording “a set of variations on a theme” as this does not imply the same as developing
variation.
I will evaluate my analysis in accordance with the idea of Bukofzer (1977:58) who holds that analysis is the reversal of the composition process. This is important in this particular composition, where
I had to determine whether Ridout started with the complete theme already conceived in his mind,
or in Station 1, not knowing the outcome of the theme. I am convinced that the 14th Station holds
the key to the analysis and that the outcome reached here could explain the compositional process.
Carroll C. Pratt (1977: 58) argues that the later stages of analysis move out of musicology proper
into the domains of philosophy and psychology. She claims that since every musical idea originates
in the mind of the composer, a complete analysis, operating as if it were in reverse, must therefore
end up in the domain of biography. In accordance with this train of thought, I include ample biographical information about Ridout and Sutor in two separate chapters.
My research also attempts to find a way to aid the listener in understanding Ridout’s music, to enable them to experience the Passion of Christ through listening to it. This music may become more
accessible through the addition of the visual aspect, the PowerPoint presentation of the sculptures of
Sutor. As my performance is intended as serving theology, I indeed would like my audience to have
a spiritual experience where it becomes more than listening to music and looking at sculptures, but
to find a deeper meaning in the well-known story of the Passion of Christ.
1.2

Research problem

The main problem of this thesis is to integrate research and practice in a single endeavour. After a
year of intensive practising, I have performed Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the Cross. I now
need to find a way to translate the results of my investigations, in preparation of the performance, in
a discursive medium. My findings are based on research that was done in two ways: research from an
interpretive perspective and from an instrumental perspective (Borgdorff, 2007:5). Findings in the
field of the interpretive perspective is possible to present through the use of standard musicology and
scientific methods, but findings in the domain of the instrumental perspective will necessarily in-

4

The developing variation technique is discussed in Chapter Five.
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clude tacit knowledge. I needed to find a way to articulate my self-reflection and critical engagement
beyond my personal experience and make it accessible to academic discourse.
1.3

Theory and method

Though the merits of the concepts practice and theory have been discussed and argued, ever since
the time of Aristotle, the debate has experienced a renaissance in musicology circles since 2000.5
The main issue concerns practice-based research on a post-graduate level and institutional politics,
which are not a concern for me, but form an intricate part of this agenda. I want to substantiate the
merit of presenting my thesis as a combination of theory and practice; as a performance accompanied by a written discourse on the creative process thereof.
Traditionally, the concepts “practice” and “theory” have been considered to belong to different ontological and epistemological realms. The musical artist and researcher were seen as two separate
entities, with the first often relying on tacit knowledge and the second depending on hard data. With
performance-based research it is possible for one-person to occupy both positions, that of artist and
of researcher. The critical exchange between the two disciplines is beneficial to both research practices and as the privileged insight of the performer is written down, peer review becomes a possibility (Stolp, 2012:77-79). Performance-based research allows a new academic position for the performing artist whose efforts traditionally become forgotten with the offering of the final cadence of
his/her performance.
The views of foremost musicologists on practice-based research, are published in the Dutch Journal
of music Theory 2007, Volume 12. Of interest is Borgdorff’s, (2007:5) description of art research
which differentiates between research on the arts, research for the arts and research through art (the
italics are mine). The first category, the interpretative perspective, refers to research that has art as
its object, and is commonly applied in disciplines such as musicology, social sciences, and art history. The second category, the instrumental perspective, views art as the objective rather than the object: it refers to research that provides insight into concrete practices (Borgdorff, 2007: 7). My research relies on the integration of the interpretive- and instrumental perspectives and I address my
views on both categories separately, starting with the debatable aspect, the instrumental perspective.
When we look at the most common understanding of the word “research,” we see that it implies the
expectation to find objective knowledge presented in a scientifically acceptable way. Though this
method is true and possible for the interpretive perspective only, there is also a solution offered by
Borgdorff (2007:7) for the instrumental perspective. He supplies us with a definition of research as
“an original investigation undertaken to gain knowledge and/or enhance understanding.” There can
be no doubt that an honestly written discourse of a performer’s preparation of a particular work will
qualify to be called original. The second part of the definition, the enhancement of understanding, is
of interest to me, as it allows the reflection of the performer to become the objective of the
knowledge, a knowledge that can be shared with future performers, but can also contribute to the
understanding of the uninformed listeners.

5

Aristotle distinguishes between “making” (poiesis) and “doing” (praxis) (Dahlhaus, 1967:10).
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As some sort of investigation can be expected in the preparation of almost any intended performance of music, it is important to establish when such investigations qualify to be seen as research.
Jurrien Sligter (2007:42) suggests “that by giving centre stage to practical wisdom and the interrelatedness with conceptual knowledge, the performer and the performance may become object and
objective of the research.” This practical knowledge expresses the very core of the curiosity that
artists share alike, namely to discover how wisdom and insight were accumulated by a given individual (musical artist), and through this thesis, I would like to offer my own findings. Some of them
are based on knowledge which was acquired by the physical act of practising by experimenting and
in the end by performing The Fourteen Stations of the Cross.
A substantial proportion of the information that I present necessarily relies on the intuitive, a capacity ascribed to the domain of tacit knowledge. Polanyi, (1966:4) explains the nature of tacit
knowledge as the ability to know more than what we can tell, a view that was shared by Aristotle
when he refers to “nous” (knowledge) as “an intuitive faculty.” As a comprehensive engagement
with the epistemological issues related to the tacit nature of knowledge falls outside the scope of my
thesis, but as it is relevant to my research as a performer, I will dwell on some of its most important
properties.
Tacit knowledge is, according to Parsaye (1988: 365), the opposite of explicit knowledge in the following ways: how to articulate this knowledge; the way that it is obtained; and how it can be applied. I would like to discuss the following three properties of tacit knowledge and address them
separately.
The first aspect is the extent to which tacit knowledge relies on the intuitive and unarticulated
knowledge that cannot be communicated, understood or used without the knowing subject. In this
instance, the subject is The Fourteen Stations of the Cross which I know thoroughly through practising, by meeting on a weekly basis with my teacher and by reading applicable literature. The
knowledge which I gained in these ways influenced me to the extent that it altered my psychological frame of mind. Through the assimilation of ideas and thoughts about the music while I studied
it, the intuitive, now changed and enhanced by my understanding, became foremost once more.6
The second aspect of tacit knowledge addresses the interaction and trust amongst participants, in
this case student and teacher. Though musicians share a common pool of explicit knowledge, for
example, the characteristics of a certain style period, it is the critical exchange of ideas between
teacher and pupil that is of importance. By discussing various experiences through their different
musical encounters and exposure a possibility of enhanced understanding develops.
The third aspect addresses practical experience which often relies on experimentation. This includes
aspects such as the conclusions made about tempi, phrasing, articulation, registration. Again, here
the teacher and pupil may exchange and compare their personal experiences and in conversation
find suitable practical solutions. These decisions may be based on hard data, but also include subjective knowledge which can be verbalised to a certain extent and also be demonstrated by the
teacher, for example, by playing a particular phrase.
6

My description of the relief sculptures depended to a substantial extent on the knowledge that I acquired through my
research on the devotional practice and was influenced by my interview with sculptor, Ledelle Moe.
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Fourthly, tacit knowledge applies to the contextualisation of information. This refers to how the
investigations of the performer into, for example, biographical information about the composer will
bring this knowledge into relation with his/her interpretation of the musical work. According
to Parsaye, (1988:365) tacit knowledge can be captured by interviewing experts, learning by being
told and learning by observation. These aspects are all addressed in the musical lesson, but are also
pointing into the direction of the perceptibility of the performer. The contextualisation of information presupposes reflection from the performer’s side. A matter of choice exists, as when one
agrees to disagree – or the opposite, by accepting another perspective with gratitude and thus altering the original insight.
However, knowing the subject implies that research in the traditional, scientifically approved way
would also be done and I now address the interpretive perspective. In this regard, hard data in the
form of analysis and background information on related subjects will be presented. The specific
direction of the research was governed by capacities of the work, and research questions or problems were initially suggested to me through subjective experiences that I had as a performer. These
were followed by diverse investigations, a way of finding proof or motivation for what was at first a
mere hunch.
I formulated my findings through a method that I had to invent in order to present it in a discursive
medium. As Huib Schippers (2007, 35) puts it, research methods and patterns are easily identifiable
in almost any preparation towards a performance, from defining a general idea or concept, to the
initial choice of repertoire/material, to research in books, scores, records or memory, to final choices of approach, repertoire and material.7
As the The Fourteen Stations of the Cross is seen as a unit consisting of fourteen movements, an
overall idea of this work had to be formed. I established how the movements balance and relate in
ambience, form, texture, dynamics, tempo and rhythm. I designed a method of analysis which starts
at Station 14, for it contains the complete theme. The first step was to establish whether this theme
had an identifiable origin or whether it was a new invention. The absence of a known theme led to
the consideration that this work was after all not a set of variations as Ridout calls it in his composer’s note, but rather a process of developing variation. The latter is a term which was originally
coined by Schönberg.8
The creation of a theme is the inner life of this composition and also the first aspect to be addressed
in my analysis. Due to this developing nature of the work, my analysis was done by always comparing theme fragments to the theme that was “achieved” in the final Station. Therefore my formal
analysis started with the 14th Station where I labelled the most frequently used theme fragments as
“theme proper”, “embellishment theme”, “repeated note theme” and “sighing motive” theme. This
was followed by a detailed analysis of the complete work, beginning at Station 1. Ridout proved to
be a master of transformation and highly creative in his applications of rhythmical deviations. His
compositional process also includes reference to Christian numerology which I will discuss in
Chapters Five and Eight.

7
8

The categories that Schippers refers to, have already been discussed in my background and rationale.
Developing variation form is discussed in detail in Chapter Five.
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Secondly, I searched for a method to explain Ridout’s tonal world. Assuming that I might find a
similarity in the styles of Ridout and his well-documented teachers, I turned to discussions of their
works to aid me in making a valid analysis of the fairly unknown work of Ridout. In Francis
Routh’s (1972) article on Peter Racine Fricker in Contemporary British Composers, he makes a
connection between Fricker, who was one of Ridout’s teachers, and Schönberg, the master of developing variation. A considerable amount of stylistic characteristics attributed to Fricker’s music I
found to be true of Ridout’s music also. My conclusions about Ridout’s sound world, that it is neither harmonically functional, nor atonal, led me to search for a system in his compositional process,
specifically the use of serial technique. I eventually discovered the application of a series of set intervals that occurred in all the Stations, transposed, inverted or presented as mirroring devices. This
discovery led to a thorough investigation of intervallic importance in this composition in Chapter
Five.
Still on the subject of tonality, I became fascinated by the closures that he manages to obtain at the
end of each Station and scrutinized these endings. As they display tonal tension, I analysed them
according to the traditional concepts of cadential progressions. This made me aware of Ridout’s use
of a layered texture which reveals how one voice part is acting harmonically independently, while
the others follow a more or less triadic path. I also discovered that the parameters of Ridout’s writing in this particular composition stretched from early music practices of the Baroque to the contemporary twentieth-century tonal language. I reflect on them separately and start with the Baroque
elements which I have discovered.
Station 14 has a tema canonica indication; it features a typical Baroque written-out embellishment
and shows a melodic use of the falling fourth interval and sighing motives. All of these features
suggested to me a definite relationship to earlier style periods, a point which is proven by my analysis and justified by Ridout’s autobiography. From Ridout’s writings it becomes clear that he was
well schooled in compositional techniques of the past, and had studied Gregorian chant thoroughly.
I hold the opinion that the vast contribution of literature for organ in the Baroque style has left an
irreversible impression on the idiomatic writing for organ and is still employed by composers, including Ridout, today.
The analysis of Ridout’s work is only one of the objectives of this thesis. Ultimately I want to establish a connection between the works of Ridout and Sutor, as the result of inspiration on the one
hand and the source of inspiration on the other. It is debatable whether a valid comparison of the
works of a composer and a sculptor can be made as the natures of music and sculpture are so very
different. However, it can be assumed that a certain connection did indeed exist between Sutor and
Ridout, for Ridout acknowledges the sculptures as the source of his inspiration in his composer’s
note. In a comparison of the works it becomes obvious that both artists refrain from using decorativeness or virtuosity and both artists project an honest conviction in their subject. They also show
similarities in their disciplined, minimalistic sense of style. This led me to form a hypothesis: that
Sutor’s work inspired Ridout, will inspire the performer and again aid the reception of The Fourteen
Stations of the Cross by the audience.
In my analyses of Der Kreuzweg by Sutor, I was searching for a similarity, for a spiritual kinship in
expression between the artists. Through correspondence with Ridout’s contemporaries, I tried to
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establish whether Ridout knew Sutor, what kind of art he liked, when he visited the Altenberg Cathedral, and whether he discussed the composition with Allan Wicks, who died in 2010.9
Ridout’s reference to Sutor’s work remained puzzling, and I eventually came to the conclusion that
one would need to understand Sutor in order to unravel the composer’s inscription. I interviewed
Ledelle Moe (2014, June 14), head of Sculpture in the Faculty of Arts at Stellenbosch University.
She suggested that I should compare the work of Sutor to the works of his contemporaries, and expressed the opinion that Sutor was “left behind, hiding and out of touch with the works of his contemporaries” (Moe, 2014). Though I followed her advice, it only helped me to conclude that Sutor’s
Kreuzweg was indeed created in a very conservative style. The rest of his oeuvre was different and
very diverse.
My aesthetic reflection on Sutor’s work suggested to me that I needed to find a means to compare
music and sculpture, and had to search for parallel elements in these diverse artistic worlds. I started
off by searching for definitions of the principles of beauty and principles of art. Though there are
ample examples of treatises on these aspects, I could (as a musician), identify with the basic principles of art, as explained by William Hogarth. Admittedly, this choice is arbitrary, but I could understand and relate to his very concise way of addressing elements such as fitness, variety, regularity,
simplicity, intricacy and quantity. For me they were traceable in Sutor’s work and it helped me to
formulate my interpretations of the individual Stations. Many elements of art correlate with elements of music, as I found in the Oxford Companion to Art and I was able to compare rhythm, repetition, emphasis, unity and progression, as can be seen in Chapter Seven.
In order to analyse the works of art, I had to rely on what can be derived from the photographs and I
described what I saw as best as I possibly could. The impact of the size and positioning of the works
of art, as Moe correctly pointed out to me, can only be realised by visiting the Cathedral, but unfortunately a visit to the Cathedral was not an option for me. With the analysis of Sutor’s work, which
falls outside of my expertise, I made a concerted effort to go beyond common knowledge in order to
produce a substantial and worthy interpretation.
Finally, I considered the triangle of composer, performer and listener as well as the whole process
of inspiration, the ability of music to arouse emotions and then to be able to communicate the spiritual. Caroll C. Pratt (1977: 58) states as part of an argument about the ability of music to communicate emotions that “from the point of view of musical analysis certain kinds of biographical data
assume an importance far beyond that of idle and irrelevant gossip.” It can be assumed that
knowledge about Ridout, Sutor and their works would serve to contextualise the music, and the
biographies of the artists that are presented in Chapter Three and Four will provide ample information about both artists.
A network of collaborators in the UK and Europe were most helpful in providing insight into the
character of Ridout who died (fairly recently) in 1996 and is still remembered by colleagues. I also
discovered a South African connection. Dr Barry Smith (interview 2014) not only knew Ridout, but

9

Elizabeth, widow of Allan Wicks, was present at the premiere performance by her husband in the St George’s Cathedral, but she confessed a personal dislike of modern organ music and could not contribute any new information.
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also commissioned choir works from him and arranged the South African première of his The Fourteen Stations of the Cross.
1.4

Outline of this thesis

Chapter One contains the introduction which provides the background, rationale, purpose, literature
overview and the stating of the research problem. Chapter Two addresses the history and origin of
the devotional practice of the Stations of the Cross. In the third chapter, the biography, music and
style of Alan Ridout are discussed and in the fourth chapter, the life and style of Emil Sutor. This is
followed by the analysis of Ridout’s suite for organ, The Fourteen Stations of the Cross in Chapter
Five. Chapter Six begins with a concise history of the Altenberg Cathedral before the formal analysis of Der Kreuzweg by Emil Sutor follows. The seventh chapter compares the expressive languages
of Alan Ridout and Emil Sutor. In the conclusion in Chapter Eight, I discuss the influence of this
research on the interpretation and performance of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross. The triangle
of composer, performer and listener is discussed. This thesis is concluded by the Bibliography and
Addenda, the latter including a copy of the manuscript of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross, a
copy of Der Kreuzweg brochure, as well as letters from Ridout’s contemporaries.
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Chapter 2: The origins of the Stations of the Cross
2.1.

Introduction

As a practising church organist, I had ample opportunity to speak to reverends from both Protestant
and Catholic denominations about the subject of the Stations of the Cross. Curiously, and without
exception, they answered vaguely and always referred me to textbooks (which they did not possess). Therefore I decided to consult authoritative manifests of doctrine for my investigations. The
Roman Catholic Encyclopaedia is subtitled, An international Work of Reference on the Constitution, Doctrine, Discipline, and history of the Catholic Church and therefore the main source of information for this particular research. The first two volumes were published in 1907, followed by
two more volumes in 1912, by the Robert Appleton Company. There were five (all American) editors: Charles G. Herbermann, Edward A. Pace, Conde B. Pallen, Thomas J. Shaman, and John J.
Wayne. The entire 1913 edition of the Catholic Encyclopaedia is available online (as a precopyright source) since 1995. It is presented as New Advent and since 2007, a newer watermark
version was scanned in as Catholic Answers. The purpose of the encyclopaedia was to serve the
Roman Catholic Church and to explain matters from a Catholic point of view. Therefore, it necessarily also addresses issues that divide Catholicism from Protestantism. The second Vatican Council
(1962-1965) introduced significant changes to Catholic practice, and additional articles (from the
resulting newer edition) were added to the online 1913 version (2010, New Advent). As I am primarily concerned with the origin of the religious ritual of the Stations of the Cross, the older source
of information available online suffices for my purpose.
2.2.

An ancient devotional practice

According to Frieda Harmsen (1989: 1) the Fourteen Stations of the Cross can best be described as
a series of works of art, often sculptured reliefs, depicting scenes from the journey of Jesus on the
Via Dolorosa. These works of art have special meaning to the Roman Catholic devotee and to the
present day, during Lent, they practise an ancient ritual which calls for them to walk from Station to
Station, to reflect on the images and to meditate. Thus the Roman Catholic Church employs the
visual aspect to communicate theological concepts and it is indeed possible for the Catholic believer
to receive remission from sin by contemplating Jesus’ suffering in the presence of sacred works of
art (Webber, 2013: Vol. 5:120-121). Pious practitioners of this ritual are allowed what is called an
indulgence and through the specifications attributed to this indulgence by the Church authorities,
they will receive absolution. Understandably works of art on the subject of the Stations of the Cross
are found in most Roman Catholic churches and the devotional practice can be considered to be a
very important part of their liturgy.
The Stations of the Cross relate the main theme of Christianity, the sacrificial death of the Messiah,
and this story (as well as His resurrection) is recorded in the four Gospels in the Bible. Christians of
all denominations commemorate the Passion annually during the Holy week of Lent but the devotional practice of the Stations of the Cross is exclusively linked to the Roman Catholic Church.
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2.3.

A short history of the Stations of the Cross

I would like to introduce the Via Dolorosa to my reader by quoting a description from a tourist
guide.
“Either street will lead you along to Christianity’s most melancholy thoroughfare, the Via Dolorosa
(Street of Sorrows). Here thousands of Christian pilgrims walk in the final footsteps of Jesus as He
makes His way to Calvary, many bearing a Cross to express their piety. Many of the fourteen Stations of the Cross, the marked points which show Jesus’ progress along the street are highly disputed. Some can be matched with places and events in the Gospels; a few are the stuff made of legend,
mapped out in the 16th century by European Christians who had never been to Israel” (Murphy,
1996: 24-25).
The above quotation is a reflection on Christian tourism today, but in the first few centuries after the
crucifixion, the scenario was very different. The places where important incidents on Jesus’s way to
the crucifix occurred were either marked with a stone or glorified by the erection of a shrine.
Though the earliest marking of incidents of the Passion of Christ on the Via Sacra goes back to the
time of Constantine who recognised Christianity by the edict of Milan in ACE 313 (Smith,
1920:111), the now universally accepted fourteen Stations of the Cross were not agreed on till the
late 16th century. Previously, the number of incidents marked varied between five and thirty one. It
was also during the 16th century that the name Via Dolorosa began to be favoured (Scheuber, 1932:
261-264). In this time the Via Dolorosa started at Calvary and ended at Pilate’s palace (contrary to
the direction that is followed today).
Ann Ball (2003) relates how the content of the journal of William Wey, an English pilgrim who
visited the Holy Land in 1458 and 1462, gives the earliest application of the word Stations for these
halting places. Wey also describes the direction of the journey, which was by then customary to
follow in the footsteps of Christ, beginning at Pilate’s house and ending at Mount Calvary (as is
done today). He gives account of fourteen Stations of which five correspond with Stations honoured
today and seven far removed from the concepts of the Via Crucis today.10 The specific Stations and
incidents to be commemorated as well as the indulgence attached to the ritual were agreed upon by
the church authorities in the 17th century (Thurston, 1906:1-7).
From the book Jerusalem sicut Christi tempore floruit by Adrichomius, published in 1584, we can
trace the origins of at least the titles of the first twelve Stations. This book was authorised by the
church, translated into several languages, and widely circulated. In another publication giving prayers to accompany the Station devotions and also dating from the sixteenth century, the fourteen Stations as we know them today are mentioned (Harmsen, 1989:14-15).
Alston (1912) gives the following titles of the fourteen Stations of the Cross which are universally
accepted today:
Station 1: Christ condemned to death

10

The Roman Catholics prefer the name Via Crucis when they include their devotional practice to the journey.
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Station 2: The cross is laid upon Him
Station 3: His first fall
Station 4: He meets His blessed mother
Station 5: Simon of Cyrene is made to bear His Cross
Station 6: Christ’s face is wiped by Veronica
Station 7: His second fall
Station 8: He meets the women of Jerusalem
Station 9: His third fall
Station 10: He is stripped of His garments
Station 11: His crucifixion
Station 12: His death on the cross
Station 13: His body is taken down from the cross
Station 14: He is laid in the tomb

2.4.

Biblical references

The origin of some of the titles of the Stations can be found in the Bible but some of the titles of the
Stations of the Cross have been derived from incidents that happened in Jesus’s journey to the crucifixion. The ten Stations that refer to incidents recorded in the Gospels are:
Station 1: Christ condemned to death
Station 2: The cross is laid upon Him
Station 4: He meets His blessed mother
Station 5: Simon of Cyrene is made to bear the cross
Station 8: He meets the women of Jerusalem
Station 10: He is stripped from His garments.
Station 11: His crucifixion
Station 12: He dies on the cross
Station 13: He is taken from the cross
Station 14: He is laid in the tomb
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Table 1
Table 1 is a comparison of the recordings of the texts references of the Stations as they are recorded
in the New Testament of the Bible.

Gospel

St Matthew

St Mark

St Luke

St John

Station 1

27: 22-26

15:16

23:23

19:16
19:17

Station 2
Station 3

19:25

Station 4
Station 5

27:32

15:21

23:26

19:25

Station 6
Station 7
23:27-31

Station 8
Station 9
Station 10

27:35

15:22

23:34

19:23

Station 11

27:35

15:24

23:33

19:18

Station 12

27:50

15:37

23:46

19:30

Station 13

27:59

15:43

23:53

19:38

Station 14

27:60

15:46

23:53

19:40

The Stations that bears direct relation to the drama though not specifically recorded in the Gospels
are:11
Station 3: His first fall
Station 7: His second fall
Station 9: His third fall
Station 6, Veronica wipes the face of Jesus. This is the only Station that has no Biblical reference
and was added in 1500. It is believed to be a legend, which recounts that Saint Veronica paused to
wipe the blood and sweat off the face of Jesus with her veil, and His image was imprinted on the
cloth (Alston, 1912).

11

The three Stations where Jesus fell were much later additions (Alston: 1912).
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2.5.

The Via Dolorosa today

The modern day Via Dolorosa is a bustling alley with vendors going about their informal business,
a very unlikely place to pray or contemplate. Copello (2008:76) describes the five-hundred metre
route which incorporates the fourteen Stations as starting at the Lion’s Gate in the Muslim Quarter
and ending at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in the Christian quarter. Though each of the Stations is marked with a plaque, these plaques are not easy to spot and they are usually found in proximity to another more prominent building. A chapel, The Church of the Holy Face, is erected at
Station 6. Station 7, Jesus fell for a second time is marked by a Franciscan chapel. Station 8 is
across the market opposite the Station 8 Souvenir Bazaar. A cross and the Greek inscription “NIKA” on the wall of the Greek Orthodox Monastery of St Charalambos mark the place where Jesus
consoled the lamenting women of Jerusalem. A Roman pillar marks the site of Jesus’ third fall. Stations 10-14 are all inside the Church of the Holy Sepulchre (Beitzel, 2006: 44; Copello,
2008:77-78).
In the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, we have the culmination of the drama: the incidents on Calvary that include the crucifixion, death and funeral of Jesus. This church, dating from 330 ACE, was
built by Constantine and inaugurated by his mother Helena in 339 ACE, on the spot that was identified as Golgotha. Several relics and ancient graves discovered by archaeologists in this area have
verified this position as the place of the crucifixion (Osborne, 2006: 238-239).
2.6.

Replicas of holy shrines

The history of Jerusalem as related by Karin Armstrong (1995: xvi) and Sebag Montefiore (2011) is
a bitter story of wars, crusades, battles and destruction. The Holy Land suffered continuous violence
due to conflict over the ownership of Holy places which were claimed by Jews, Christians and Muslims alike. According to Montefiore (2011:185-190), it was believed that Jerusalem was the centre
of the world, and that this would be the setting of the final Armageddon. Those who were buried
closest to this city would be the first to be resurrected. Despite the dangerous scenario, Christians
kept making pilgrimages, risking their lives for the sake of their faith. They believed that absolution
was the reward for those who made the journey.
Ann Ball (2003) argues that it was not far-fetched of religious leaders to decide as early as the fifth
century to commission replicas of the holy shrines of Jerusalem and have these erected in their own
countries. Pilgrims could then safely travel to the new destinations and obtained absolution in
peace. The first replica was a group of connected chapels, commissioned by St Petronius for his
monastery in Bologna. These Stations subsequently became known as Hierusalem, literally meaning New Jerusalem, resulted in pilgrims flocking to visit this place. Thus, the seed was planted for
the devotional idea of the Stations of the Cross to be performed in the presence of art (Scheuber,
1932: 261-264).
Ball (2003) relates how during the 15th and 16th centuries several reproductions of the holy places
were set up in different parts of Europe. Such were the series of little chapels at the Dominican friary of Cordova, those at Görlitz, erected by G. Emmerich in about 1465, and at Nuremburg, by Ketzel, in 1468. Similar to these were those made at Louvain by Peter Sterckx in 1505; at St. Getreu in
Bamberg in 1507 (Alston, 1912: Vol. 15). Harmsen (1989:14) explains how an attempt was made
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in these early works of art to simulate a feeling of pilgrimage by using distances between the stations that corresponded to the true distances between the Stations in Jerusalem.
According to Ball (2003), Christians from Europe could travel to Louvain or Nuremberg to worship
at replicas of the Via Dolorosa, but could not worship in Jerusalem as it was (amongst others) under
Turkish domination which prohibited public display of religion. This knowledge leads us to the
conclusion that though the roots of the Stations of the Cross originate in Jerusalem, the adopted
devotional practices developed through religious thinkers and pious manuals in Europe. This point
of view is supported by Herbert Thurston with the following remarks:
“I find it irresistible that the arrangement of our actual stations, though professedly made in imitation of a pilgrimage along the Via Dolorosa, owes less to Jerusalem and the Franciscan custodians
of the Holy Places than to the pious imagination of a Carmelite friar who lived all his life in Belgium. That our Fourteen Stations derive directly from the Theatre Terre Sancte of Adrichomius has
for some time been recognized, e.g., by Bishop von Keppler in his excellent work Die XIV Stationen des heiligen Kreuzwegs. But when, on the one hand, we find in Adrichomius, himself a
Fleming, an explicit avowal of indebtedness to the book of Brother Jan Pascha, and when, on the
other, Pascha’s book presents us with the identical enumeration of subjects and distances which
appear in the later writer, there can be little doubt that Pascha must be regarded as the immediate
source of the subsequent developments. Further, it is clear that Pascha’s own system was evolved in
part out of the devotion of the Seven Falls which, at the close of the fifteenth century, had become
widely popular in Germany and the Netherlands.This devotion is now completely forgotten”
(Thurston, 1917:84-90).

Alston (1912) gives an account of how Stations were commonly erected in churches from the end of
the 17th and their popularity was due to the indulgence attached. In 1686, Pope Innocent XI, granted the Franciscans the right to erect the Stations in all their churches, and declared that all the indulgences that had ever been given for visiting the actual scenes of Christ’s Passion, could be
gained by Franciscans. In 1694, Innocent XII confirmed the privilege and in 1726, Benedict XIII
extended it to all the faithful. In 1731, Clement XII permitted the indulgenced Stations to all
churches (provided that they were erected by a Franciscan) and he fixed the number of Stations at
fourteen. In 1742, Benedict XIV gave permission to all priests to erect Stations and in 1857 the
bishops of England received faculties from the Holy See to erect Stations themselves. The last restriction was removed in 1862.
2.7.

Regulations in obtaining the indulgence of the Stations of the Cross

The children of Protestant families usually become members of a Protestant church too and undergo
the obligatory and customary schooling in Protestant dogmas. This schooling excludes all other
faiths and little is learned about other denominations. Thus I was, prior to my research, uninformed
about the Roman Catholic Devotions and believe that this condition is true of many Protestants.
Therefore I find it necessary to include a summary of the strict regulations, governed by the Franciscans with regard to the erection of Stations, as given by Alston (1912).
It is not to the pictures or tableaux of the various Stations, but the wooden cross placed over them to
which the indulgence is attached.
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Separate meditations on each of the fourteen incidents of the Via Crucis and not a general meditation on the Passion are expected. Specific prayers and the distance required between the Stations are
not defined.
It is necessary to make all the Stations without interruption, though hearing Mass or going to Confession or Communion between Stations is not considered as interruption.
The Stations should be erected within a church or public oratory and should the Via Crucis move
outside, e.g., into a cemetery or cloister, it must begin and end in the church.
It is difficult for Protestants to understand the concept of indulgences and as it is important for the
argument of this thesis, I include the formulation from the Roman Catholic Encyclopaedia Vol. 15
as follows:
“An indulgence is the extra-sacramental remission of the temporal punishment due, in God’s justice, to sin that has been forgiven, which remission is granted by the Church in the exercise of the
power of the keys, through the application of the superabundant merits of Christ and of the saints,
and for some just and reasonable motive. Regarding this definition, the following points are to be
noted: In the Sacrament of Baptism not only is the guilt of sin remitted, but also all the penalties
attached to sin. In the Sacrament of Penance the guilt of sin is removed, and with it the eternal punishment due to mortal sin; but there still remains the temporal punishment required by Divine justice, and this requirement must be fulfilled either in the present life or in the world to come, i.e., in
Purgatory. An indulgence offers the penitent sinner the means of discharging this debt during his
life on earth. An indulgence that may be gained in any part of the world is universal, while one that
can be gained only in a specified place (Rome, Jerusalem, etc.) is local. A further distinction is that
between perpetual indulgences, which may be gained at any time, and temporary, which are available on certain days only, or within certain periods. Real indulgences are attached to the use of certain objects (crucifix, rosary, and medal) (Ball, 2003; Alston, 1912: Vol.15).”
2.7.1. The Stations as seen by Protestants
In the following argument, there is no attempt to differentiate between the diverse denominations
within Protestantism, and the word “Protestant” is used to refer to general attitudes that developed
after the Reformation.12 Historically, Protestants were reluctant to accept the idea of the Stations of
the Cross because of its association with the indulgences and furthermore insisted that incidents,
however likely to have occurred but not recorded in the Bible should be omitted. Protestants, however, will emotionally respond similar to Catholics when confronted with Stations of the Cross
works of art. The Roman Catholic devotees will further believe that their efforts will allow them to
receive absolution. This is the crux of the problem, as the Protestants believe that salvation is only
possible through the blood of Jesus Christ and obtained by God’s grace alone. This is explained in
the 95 Theses of Martin Luther (1483-1546) which propounded two central beliefs – that the Bible

12

Calvinists focus on the purity of the spiritual without the aid of any symbols. Lutherans have a more relaxed attitude
about the use of art. Modern tendencies are more relaxed in general. The possibility of PowerPoint is exploited in this
digital age where there is a shift from text to images.
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is the central religious authority and that human beings may reach salvation only through their faith
and not by their deeds.13
Reformation is thought of as an on-going process, and the church is constantly adapting to the times
in an attempt to communicate with its devotees who live in a secular world. Dennis Bratcher (2014)
gives a good report of attitudes today in his essay, The Cross as a journey:
“And as the pressures of a modern secular world increase, more and more Protestants are looking
for ways to reconnect with authentic and vital piety beyond the superficial emotionalism that tends
to dominate much modern Protestant worship. In increasing numbers, even evangelical Protestants
are rediscovering the value of liturgically shaped communal and personal devotional practices. As a
result, there has been an increasing interest from Protestants in the Stations of the Cross especially
as part of a Good Friday service of worship … many Protestants prefer to use only eight Stations of
the Cross, since those are the main events recorded in the Gospel accounts about Jesus’ journey.”
2.7.2. The Protestant Stations
The Protestant stations according to Bratcher are:
Station 1: Pilate Condemns Jesus to Die
Station 2: Jesus Accepts His Cross
Station 3: Simon Helps Carry the Cross
Station 4: Jesus Speaks to the Women
Station 5: Jesus Is Stripped of His Garments
Station 6: Jesus Is Nailed to the Cross
Station 7: Jesus Cares for His Mother
Station 8: Jesus Dies on the Cross
Bratcher’s essay led me to reflect on my personal experiences in this regard. I have been employed
as organist in one particular congregation for the past twenty years and was witness to many changes in the music taste as well as the choice of style of worship of my fellow devotees. The
hymnbook, for example, was adapted a few times and praise and worship services as well as meditative services became popular. The organ was often replaced by bands and perhaps this very popular approach can best be summarised as an “experimental period” in Protestant church music.
Grundling’s success with his improvisations of the fourteen Stations of the Cross could be interpreted as proof of the new attitude which Bratcher describes in his article.
2.8.

The function of sacred art

Though it is impossible to measure the extent to which the visual can move an audience, it is from
my perspective extremely valuable to have a few thoughts about it. How are the Stations of the
Cross works of art expected to interact with the devotee?

13

The 95 Theses of Martin Luther is a standard document of the Protestant denomination.
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Stations of the Cross works of art are found in every Roman Catholic Church, in the form of icons,
paintings or as sculptures. These works have an undeniable impact on viewers, no matter whether
they are seen in a religious or worldly context. One can hardly imagine that even the uninformed (to
the story of the Passion) will be moved when confronted by works of art depicting scenes of this
religious drama. Seen as pure art, the subject is about suffering, but when the images are interpreted
in the intended religious context, the heart of Christianity becomes visual. It shows how the “Son of
God” becomes the “sacrificial Lamb” in order to redeem the faithful from sin. In the Stations of the
Cross as a devotional practice, art becomes the vehicle through which the viewer is drawn into the
crowd of the original followers of Jesus, watching the suffering Christ and urged to respond to the
emotions that are evoked.
I came to the conclusion that the visual impact of the Stations of the Cross (referring to the devotional practice) is intended to evoke emotion in the Roman Catholic faithful which will allow them
to reflect on the suffering of Christ and to reach a pious frame of mind. The emotions that they experience will then lead to a feeling of purification and ultimately a feeling of worthiness that allows
the acceptance of absolution as offered by the indulgence attached. Hanna (1907) explains that their
belief in the authority of the church originates from St John 20: 22-23 where Jesus tells His disciples that whoever they forgive will be forgiven by God. This authority was (according to Roman
Catholic dogma) passed on to their clergy.
Harmsen (1989:15) relates that The Stations of the Cross art works also serve as guides to private
devotions, as can be seen from a book entitled Geystlich Strass (Spiritual Way), published in Nuremberg. This was the book for the illiterate and the Stations of the Cross are even today employed
in an illustrative way. Therefore, such works are found in missionary settlements in the most rural
areas of South Africa, sometimes in the form of very simple wooden carvings with ethnic figures.
These images go beyond words to reveal the story of the Passion of Christ.
Through my reflection on the function of sacred art, I realised that the function of sacred works of
art is to speak directly to the imagination. It is not the images of the Stations of the Cross that will
offend Calvinist devotees, but a difference in dogma, specifically the indulgence attached which
will need to be explained.14 On viewing Stations of the Cross works of art accompanied by music,
an increased feeling of spirituality is obtained. The emotive language of music in combination with
the activation of the imagination will deepen the emotional reaction of the audience. The inspirational property of Station of the Cross works of art remains relevant today in any dogmatic context
and is a powerful contribution to any Lent service. During contemplation, images, words and unspoken thoughts (music) unite to contribute to a timeless and universal meditation on various levels.

14

At the time of my performance of Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the Cross, I was politely asked to include a
reading which stated that salvation can only be obtained through the blood of Jesus Christ, by the grace of God alone
and not by personal efforts.
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Chapter 3: Alan Ridout (1934-1996)
3.1.

Introduction

Alan Ridout is not a famous composer. Despite his prolific output of more than 900 works, publications on him are rare and his contribution to the music repertoire still needs to be evaluated. The
main source of information on the composer is his autobiography, A composer’s life (1995), and the
objectivity of this self-representation can be tested by only a handful of other publications. Such are
“Obituary: Alan Ridout” in The Independent (Miall, 1996. March 23), short synopses of his life,
style and works in The New Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians (Cole; Millar: 352) and
very concise cover notes on the CD, Sound of Alan Ridout (Crowely: 2005). There are also a few
discussions of his works in The Strad magazine (Solares, 2005:156) and an article by Peter Hardwick (1999, March) in The American Organist. His papers are kept at Ampleforth Abbey, and
though the archivist, Fry Anselm, was helpful, no more than a copy of the handwritten and already
carefully corrected manuscript could be obtained. Additional literature on his teachers, notably an
article by Francis Routh in Contemporary British Composer’s on Peter Racine Fricker, was most
insightful.
Ridout, who became a public figure in the UK through his series of BBC broadcastings Background
to music (1960), can best be introduced in the words of Peter Miall who writes the following in the
Independent, 23 March 1996:
“Alan Ridout could have succeeded in almost any walk of life. His outstanding intellectual ability
coupled with enviable self-discipline would have ensured a rise to the height of any profession he
chose, but from an early age there was no question in his mind but that his life should be devoted to
music. Before he knew that such a thing as composing existed he heard music in his head and by the
age of twelve had written over hundred works.”
3.2.

Biography

Alan Ridout was born on 9 December 1934 in West Wickham, Kent. He can be considered to have
been a child prodigy, as far as the term is applicable to composers. Unfortunately, his father, a
banker, did not support him in pursuing a musical career, but his sensitive and artistic mother encouraged him with all her heart (Ridout: 1995: 6-8). His overwhelming desire and commitment to
create music caused him to be misunderstood, marginalised and almost expelled from his first
school, Haberdashers’ Aske’s in Hampstead (Ridout, 1995: 25). Despite his obvious obsession with
music, he was only allowed to start piano lessons at the age of nine. Remarkably, he had reached
Grade Eight in the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music at the age of twelve, passing
with distinction. In his fifteenth year he was allowed to study music full-time at the Guildhall
School of Music (Ridout, 1995: 28).
He was disappointed with composition lessons at this school, and urged by his indignation with his
teachers, he sent one of his compositions, a set of variations for oboe and string orchestra, to Benjamin Britten. Britten’s reply to him reads as follows: “Take what you can from any teacher, no
matter how much you feel unsympathetic to them – at 15 one can learn something from everyone.
You haven’t got very far with writing music yet, but there is lots of time.” Ridout’s keenness is
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proved by his bravery to send Britten another work a few months later. It was met with a similar,
yet slightly more positive response (Ridout, 1995: 31-33).
From 1951 he studied at the Royal College of Music where his teachers were Thornton Lofthouse
(1895-1974), Gordon Jacob (1895-1984) and Herbert Howells (1892-1983). Ridout discusses them
in separate chapters in his autobiography and mostly relates personal incidents and opinions which
could be seen as subjective and sometimes severely critical. My research on his teachers, Gordon
Jacob, Herbert Howells, Michael Tippett (1905-1998), Thurston Dart (1921-1971), and Henk Badings (1907-1987) proved that Ridout was indeed privileged to study with these remarkable men who
have left their impress on the musical world.
Extra-mural lessons in composition with Peter Racine Fricker (1920-1990) opened doors to twentieth century compositional techniques to Ridout. He was impressed with Fricker’s tonal newness and
unconventional attitude which he notes, had “a slant to the avant garde (Ridout, 1995:59).15
On completion of his studies at the age of twenty, he obtained a position as Director of Music at a
preparatory school in Kent and for the next thirty-five years, teaching was an important part of Alan
Ridout’s career. By 1964, he was Professor of Theory and Composition at the Royal College of
Music and held teaching positions at Cambridge, Birmingham- and London Universities (Miall,
1996).
In 1958, a Netherlands Government Scholarship gave him the opportunity to study with the composer Henk Badings (1907-1987), whom he considers to be the person from whom he has learned
the most. Badings introduced him to the electronic techniques of composing as well as a wide variety of contemporary European music (Ridout, 1995: 82). On his return to England, he became obsessed with the origins of Western music, and approached the distinguished Thurston Dart (19211971) to instruct him in plainchant.
In 1964, Alan Wicks, organist and master of the Choristers at Canterbury Cathedral, commissioned
Ridout to write a work for the cathedral choir. Thus began a fruitful collaboration which lasted
twenty-four years, and also resulted in The Stations of the Cross.16 Ridout was also employed to
give composition lessons to the choristers. After the closure of the choir school in 1970, Ridout
took a teaching position at the King’s School, Canterbury (Miall, 1996).
In 1990, after a serious heart attack, he moved to France, settling first in Vitré and finally in Caen
(Ridout, 1995: 103). Little is known about this period of his life other than that he travelled substantially and intended to start with a boys’ choir, similar to the one in Canterbury (Clarke, 2014)).
From a letter of his cataloguist, Robert Scott (2013, July, 14) we know that he intended to compose
a substantial organ work, based on something that he has seen in a church in France. He converted
to the Roman Catholic faith in 1994 and became an oblate of the order of St Benedict. Ridout died
on March 19, 1996 in Caen (Miall, 1996).

15

Through my analysis of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross, I came to the conclusion that Ridout had indeed assimilated a lot of Fricker’s style in the style of this particular work.
16
Allan Wicks visited South-Africa on invitation of Dr Barry Smith, and gave the South African première of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross in the St George’s Cathedral in 1979.
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3.3.

The spirituality of Alan Ridout

The composer relates the roots of his interest in the Roman Catholic faith as a reaction to an antiRoman Catholic teacher at Haberdasher’s School. The outcome of this teacher’s comments was
quite contrary to his intentions - the fifteen year old, rebellious student began to read Ronald Knox
and subsequently Karl Barth, a Swiss theologian. In the 12 volumes of Barth’s Church Dogmatic he
found a number of “unusually illuminating” references to Mozart, whom he describes as “a messenger from another, essentially spiritual world” (Ridout, 1995: 23). Throughout his life, he befriended
people with an interest or connection to this faith and the result of this obsession is best described as
follows:
“Ridout had a profound but original faith and was deeply religious; his conversion to Catholicism in
1994 seemed a logical progression for him. Whilst staying with his publisher, June Emerson, in
Ampleforth, he felt a magnetism towards the Roman Catholic community at Ampleforth Abbey and
it was there that he was received into the Roman Catholic Church, being made an oblate of the order of St Benedict soon afterward” (Maill, 1996).
Ridout’s religiousness is extended to his ideas on art. He believed that creativity (sometimes) had a
mystic source and this can possibly be explained as a type of merging of his musical gift and inherent spirituality. This conviction of the composer is eminent in The Fourteen Stations of the Cross,
as can be seen in his composer’s note where he explicitly informs us that he was inspired by Sutor’s
work. To illustrate his mystic experiences, I quote some of Ridout’s references to the above attitudes from his autobiography, A Composer’s life.
“The memories that now most interest me are religious, or musical, or both together: moments of
perception which inform my present existence” (Ridout, 1995:5).
“Experiences which may be variously described as religious, mystical, psychic or mysterious have
been such a persistent feature of my life that, in a way, music is a part of them” (Ridout, 1995:7).
“One of my strongest early experiences, most conveniently described as partaking of a numinous, or
holy character, occurred when I was nine, up a tree” (Ridout, 1995:7).
“I mention this - one of many, sometimes almost daily, experiences to indicate that a sense of “reality” for someone who is by nature religious, whatever his creed, or lack of it, and also a creative
artist, is complex, and something where the most slender of dividing-lines may operate” (Ridout:
1995:8).
The composer frequently relates experiences of an inspiring presence from another world, a concept
which is often, at the surge of creativity, referred to by artists as the presence of the muse. In his
chapter, Inspiration, he writes: “But inspiration can truly come from anywhere. All that is necessary, as with spiritual and religious ideas, is to lay oneself open to its ways. It can come from the
natural world, from birdsong or the sounds of other animals. In the last analysis, however, it is the
notes themselves which provides the strongest stimulus to a composer. An interval, a rhythm, a
harmony, a juxtaposition, a timbre, a structure, is exciting to a composer as potential material as is
nothing else” (Ridout, 1995:95).
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It would be interesting to have an account of Ridout’s reaction on viewing Der Kreuzweg, but unfortunately, he never discussed the circumstances of his travelling to Altenberg, nor did he relate the
story of what seems to could have been one of his many moments of spiritual awakenings.
3.4

The reception of Alan Ridout’s music

How the music of Ridout would be received by the audience is of primary importance to this thesis
and a possible projection could be made by looking at documented reactions to his music. The reviews of critics will be considered here.
Hugo Cole and Malcolm Miller (1999) best summarise his style as being vigorous, effective and
taut and displays an eclectic choice of idiom, from medieval polyphony to twelve-tone serialism.
Most of his finest works affirm a rare lyrical sensibility. Although he was not primarily an avant
garde composer, he composed several compositions in the 31-tone temperament, using microtones.
His Psalm for sine wave generators (1959) was a first for an English composer in this avant garde
style. He was at home in many genres and was commended for his skill for writing for wind instruments.
Carlos Maria Solares (2005:156) writes in a CD review in The Strad, September 2003 that the music of Ridout bears out the influences of Howells and Tippett in its predominant tonal and expressive nature. He is referring to the cello concertos of which No. 2 includes a choir.
His work often reveals a youthful persona with a good sense of humour, for instance, his witty
L’orgue Concrète, which describes a boxing match between organ and percussion, and Blue Promenade, a fantasy on one note (reminiscent of Alain’s Lullaby on one note) (from conversation with
Dr Barry Smith, 2014 April, 12). He shows influences of Messiaen and Marcel Dupré who created
numerous works depicting metaphysical, or transcendental religious scenes for the organ. Dupré’s
Stations of the Cross and Messiaen’s L’Ascension, and Apparition de l’église éternelle belong to
this genre (Hardwick, 1999).
Further discussion of the composer’s style with relation to The Fourteen Stations of the Cross will
follow in Chapter 5. As in the case of Sutor, it becomes evident that Ridout was a versatile artist,
capable of composing in many of the diverse style possibilities of the twentieth century.
3.5.

The composer’s contribution to the music repertoire

Ridout made a substantial contribution to the English religious music genre. His most
works for organ in this genre are:

important

The Seven Last Words (1965); Resurrection Dances (1969) Three Nativity Dances (1971); Processions (1974); The Fourteen Stations of the Cross (1978); Easter Fanfare (1990); Five Pieces from
Canticle of the Rose (1989); and Easter Fanfare (1990).
A list of his most important works is:
Choral: On Christ’s Nativity for choir SATB (1954), St John Passion for tenor, bass, chorus and
organ (1962), Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis (St John’s service) for choir SATB and organ (1962),
O most merciful Redeemer for choir SATB (1965), The Beatitudes for 4-part treble voices (1966),
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Let us with a gladsome mind for mixed choir and organ (1967), Communion Service for choir and
congregation (1968), Songs of Advent for unison voices and organ (1987), Through the Day for 2part treble voices and organ (1989), Samuel! Cantata for Treble, Baritone and Bass Soli, Mixed
Choir and Organ (1993), Canticle of Joy for Countertenor and Tenor solo, Mixed Choir and Orchestra (1994).
Vocal: Whom Time Will Not Reprieve, four songs for countertenor and viola (1989).
Orchestral: Three Pictures of Picasso (1962), Symphony No. 2 (1964), Funeral Games for a Greek
Warrior for Orchestra and Children’s Choir (1966), Concertante Music (1967), Five Diversions on
“Oh Susanna” for Orchestra, Concerto for Double bass and Strings (1974), Concertino for Bassoon
and Strings (1975), Concertino for Trumpet and Strings (1976), Concertino for Clarinet and Strings
(1976), Concertino for Tuba and Strings (1979), Concertino for Alto Saxophone and Strings
(1979), Concerto for Treble Recorder, Strings and Percussion (1979), Aubade for Violin and Orchestra (1982), Cello Concerto No. 1 for Cello, Strings and Percussion (1984), Cello Concerto No.
2 for Cello and Voices (1994), Cello Concerto No. 3 The Prisoner, for Solo Cello and 8 Cellos
(1995).
Organ: The Seven Last Words (1965), Two Pictures of Graham Sutherland (1967), Resurrection
Dances (1969), Three Nativity Dances (1971), Processions (1974), Six Studies (1976), The Fourteen Stations of the Cross (1978), Canticle of the Rose (1989), Toccata (1989), Messe d’Orgue
(1995).
Instrumental: Brass Sonata for Solo Trombone (1975), Eclogue for Trombone and Piano (1975),
Autumn Story for Tuba and Piano (1978), Six Diversions for Horn and Piano (1989), Light and
Shade: Six Easy Pieces for Horn and Piano (1991), Winds Sonatina for Clarinet and Piano (1967),
Pigs for four Bassoons (1972), Sonata for Bassoon and Piano (1972), Concertante for Woodwind
Quartet (1972), Three Nocturnes for Flute and Piano (1972), Caliban and Ariel for solo Bassoon
(1974), Suite for Oboe and Piano (1974), The Emperor and the Bird of Paradise for Narrator and
solo Flute (1974), Six Melodies for Flute or Oboe and Piano (1976), Epitaph for Michael for Clarinet (1976), Tarka, the Water Wanderer for three Flutes (1987), A Day in the Country: Twelve Easy
Pieces for Recorder and Piano (1990), The Shippen for Wind Quintet (1990), The Shepherd’s Calendar for four Bassoons (1991), Farndale Dances for solo Piccolo (1992), Snow Scenes for Saxophone in E♭ and Piano (1992), To Autumn for Flute and Piano (1992), Folies de Paris for Contrabassoon and Piano (1994), Strings Partita for Cello solo (1959), Bagatelles for Cello and Piano
(1967), Music for Three Violoncelli (1967), Ferdinand for Speaker and solo Violin (1971), Little
Sad Sound, a Melodrama for Narrator and Double Bass (1974), String Quartet No. 1 (1985), String
Quartet No. 2 (1987), String Quartet No. 3 (1987), Seascapes: Six Easy Pieces for Viola or Cello
and Piano (1990), Dance Preludes for Double Bass or Cello and Piano (1992), String Quartet No. 4
“Malden” (1992), String Quartet No. 5 “Stocklinch” (1993), String Quartet No. 6 “The Vitréen”
(1994), Piano Dance Bagatelles (1956), Suite for Clavichord or Piano (1960), Sonatina (1968),
Portraits: Eight pieces for Piano (1973), White Notes, Black Notes, Key Notes (1990), Percussion
Sonatina for Timpani (1967))(Scott, 2013).
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3.6.

The origin of Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the Cross, a suite for organ

The composer’s note reads: “This work was suggested by the sculptured reliefs of the Stations to be
seen in the Cistercian monastic church in Altenburg, Westphalia, Germany. The music consists of
thirteen variations on a theme which is heard only in complete form when the fourteenth Station is
reached” (Alan Ridout, from manuscript).
Ridout mistakenly gives the name as Altenburg instead of Altenberg but as Westphalia, Germany is
also mentioned, enough proof is given that he indeed meant Altenberg. The sculptured reliefs of the
Stations of the Cross in Altenberg (where they are called Der Kreuzweg) is the work of German
sculptor, Emil Sutor (1888-1974). Though it was not possible for me to trace the details of Ridout’s
encounter with the work of Sutor, we know that the impact of viewing Sutor’s work was important
enough for Ridout to acknowledge this in his composer’s note as the source of his inspiration for his
Fourteen Stations of the Cross.
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Chapter 4: Emil Sutor (1888-1974)
4.1.

Introduction.

Emil Sutor’s many works of art which can be seen all over Europe are the best testimony for a man
who is otherwise a rather obscure figure. This Olympic Art laureate’s winning work, Hürdenläufer
(hurdle runners) is on display in the Tokyo National Gallery and it is also possible to buy Sutor
works of art online today. Sutor’s life is only of interest to this thesis up to the time in 1940 when
he created Der Kreuzweg in the Altenberg Cathedral.
Information on Emil Sutor was found in German publications which are listed as the sources for the
brochure, Der Kreuzweg by Winfried Pilz. In the publications by Heinrich Getzeny, Emil Sutor, ein
badischer Bildhauer, Thomas Mutter, Beseeltes Zeugnis eines badischen Bildhauers in Badische
Heimat and Georg Scholz, Der neue Kreuzweg von Sutor in der Kirche zu Altwette, little information about Sutor’s life and character was offered, but they contain substantial discussions of his
works and career. I tried to establish an idea of the artist’s life through research on Offenburg and
Karlsruhe, the places where he lived and worked. Nath’s (1990) “Luftkriegsoperationen gegen die
Stadt Offenburg im Ersten und Zweiten Weltkrieg” (Air raids against the city of Offenburg during
WW1 and WW2) in Die Ortenau was an important source. The history of Karlsruhe was retrieved
online from the city archives.
4.2.

Biography of Emil Sutor

The life of Emil Sutor, who was born in Offenburg in 1888 and died in Karlsruhe in 1974, is somewhat of an enigma as it is nowhere recorded in more than one paragraph. He comes from a humble
background and was the son of an engine driver. At the age of eighty-two (1970), he married Helga
Koellreutter. They had no children (Werner, 2010: 526).
Sutor started his career by enrolling as a student in sculpting at the Offenburg Bildhauerwerkstatt
(workshop for sculptors) Simmler & Venator and then proceeded to the Großherzoglichen Badischen Akademie der Bildenden Künste in Karlsruhe as a student of the famous Hermann Volz. In
1911/12 he worked in Leipzig with Bruno Wollstädter and he subsequently moved on to Dresden,
Munich, Stuttgart and Paris. He returned to Offenburg in 1913 where he founded a workshop for
cemetery art. After the war in 1919, he returned to Volz in Karlsruhe where he remained till 1921.
From 1925 until 1936 he joined forces with the Staatlichen Majolika-Manufaktur, a ceramics and
pottery studio in Karlsruhe. From this collaboration sprang his many and predominantly religious
commissions, amongst which examples are to be found in the churches of Basel, Freiburg, Breisach,
Strasbourg and many smaller churches (Werner, 2010: 527-528).
In 1936, Sutor was awarded a gold medal in the art competitions of the so called Nazi Olympic
Games for his Hürdenläufer (Hurdle runners). During 1937, his application for membership of the
NSDAP was successful. The beginning of 1940 was a trying time for Sutor, due to the government’s uncreative building regulations, but after 1945 much work was available in churches which
were damaged during the war and had to be renovated. In 1954, he was awarded the title of professor by the Ministry of Art in Karlsruhe (Kästner, 2010: 20; Werner, 2010: 477- 482).
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It is important to see Sutor’s work in perspective to the turbulent epoch in which he lived. He experienced World War I and II, as well as Kristallnacht. He served on several fronts as a soldier in
World War I (1914-1918) and during this war Offenburg was one of the first cities to suffer aerial
bombardment. The city was occupied from 1923 to 1924 by French troops and offensives against
the railway installations continued during World War II (Nath, 1990: 574-659).
Allied bombing during World War II reduced most of Karlsruhe to rubble. It was rebuilt after the
war and an American military base was established in 1945. Following the rise to power of the
NSDAP in the 1930s, the Jewish populations in Offenburg, as well as those in Karlsruhe, were deported to concentration camps. Statistics show that in 1933, 3,358 Jews lived in Karlsruhe and that
by 1945, there were only 18 left. They were executed, deported or forced to emigrate (Stadt Karlsruhe Stadtarchiv 1998: 591-594). Sutor must have witnessed these tragic events.
4.3.

The style of Emil Sutor

Sutor’s extensive oeuvre includes works in a variety of mediums such as relief works, glasswork
and mosaic. His war memorials and religious works can be seen all over Europe. His most original
work, the famous mosaic statue of Mary, mother of God for the facade of Frauenfriedenskirche in
Frankfurt, dates from 1928. This statue of Mary is twelve metres tall and is covered with colourful
mosaic, reminiscent of Byzantine art and typical of the exotic idols created by expressionistic artists. His style often shows elongated figures in a rather square style, reduced forms and the introspective representations which relate to the expressionists and the late Gothic era (Werner, 2010:
528).
Before 1933, the artist used mainly themes associated with the new art movement, depicting heroes
from their time, and soldiers with their mothers or families. Abundant examples of statuesque figures, often with pathetic facial expressions, can be seen today. Heinrich Getzeny points out a
change in style, from 1933 from the classic academic works by Sutor, to works with a spiritual content (Werner, 2010: 526-530).
From selling figurines at the Leipzig railway station before the First World War, Sutor moved on to
focus on sacral art after the collapse of Europe. His style was simple, basic with no frills, but with
an inner spirituality shining through his work. He prefers to create works that would serve religious
purposes and would communicate theological ideas and remained within the safe boundaries of
conventions (Pilz, 1985:13) His initial huge output of works with religious themes includes works
such as crucifixion groups, Stations of the Cross, Mary and Holy figures for churches in and around
Karlsruhe. These works often show only a few figures and they share an epic quality. They were
often chiselled out in a dramatic fashion and have profound facial expressions (Mutter, 1988:77-80).
It is interesting to see the considerable development in the style of Sutor from the time of the Altwette Stations to the Altenberg project. Though the compositions are almost identical, the style has
become more clearly defined (Pilz, 1985:14-15). This is in the first place due to the difference in the
mediums that were used. Working in cement as in Altwette, Sutor could have made use of a mould,
but more likely the material was applied and moulded by hand. In the case of Altenberg, Sutor had
to use a chisel on the limestone and this alone would have had an effect on the style. The latter work
has much cleaner and clearer lines and seems more harmonious to the eye.
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According to Manfred Kästner, Sutor changed his style to conform to the prescriptions of the authorities of the Third Reich, and his work Sitzende Mutter (1940) was bought by Heinrich Himmler
(SS National leader). From 1944, Sutor’s adherence to the National Socialistic Neo-Classicism became evident in the cleaner, well defined shapes and forms of his figures (Kästner, 2012: 22).
Sutor can be described as a versatile artist who was happy to oblige with the appropriate style when
it was expected from a commission. However, he seems to have had a very particular idea of the
composition of the Stations of the Cross. He used the same design for such a work in 1928, with the
idea to enter it for a competition in Altwette in 1933/1934, in the Altenberg Cathedral in 1940 and
in the Christus Kirche, Mannheim (Werner, 2010: 526-528).
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Chapter Five: Analysis of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross
5.1.

Introduction

My analysis of Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the Cross, will reveal how the structure of the
music relates to the programme of the music; how the structure allows the relating of a tragic and
holy story to speak to the imagination of the performer and eventually to the listener. On one level,
the analysis is a discussion of tonality, harmony, structure and compositional devices, but on the
other, a description of how the structure combines with the intentional meaning of the composer.
Nicholas Cook (2007: 225) suggests that music expresses the characteristics of emotions and operates in the domain of feelings. Through his arguments, the limitation to what we can ascribe to the
expressive powers of music becomes clear. These characteristics of emotions are indeed present in
The Fourteen Stations of the Cross and are also addressed in my analysis.
5.2.

The composer’s compositional idea

Ridout describes his compositional process in a composer’s note as follows: “The music consists of
thirteen variations on a theme which is heard only in its complete form when the fourteenth Station
is reached.” The reader’s attention is drawn to the words “variations on a theme” and therefore I
begin by considering a few definitions of this term.
Michael Kennedy (1994: 915) explains variation form as a piece of music of a varied form on a
well-known tune or on an original tune, which forms the basis of the variations. It can follow the
tune closely or merely refer to it and concentrate on the harmonical aspects. According to Eric
Blom, it is one of the important forms of musical composition of which the principle is the statement of a theme followed by varied treatments of it (Blom, 1977: 632). It is also defined by Tovey,
(1920a: 987) as the term that is given to groups of developed versions of a complete self-contained
theme, retaining the form of that theme, though not necessarily its melody. Can The Fourteen Stations of the Cross be seen as a unique set of variations, as it proceeds contrary to the conventional
definition by concluding with the theme instead of beginning with it?
Through the composer’s note it could be assumed that an identifiable theme, probably from the religious music repertoire would be the basis of this composition. This is, however, not the case and
this line of thought was disregarded after a reduction of the theme was compared to Gregorian
chants and hymns, but ended in a cul-de-sac. The theme is clearly an original invention, and other
definitions of variation form had to be considered. The development of variation form in the twentieth century as well as the documentation of some of the compositional ideas of Ridout’s teachers
offered a solution.
One of Ridout’s many teachers, Peter Racine Fricker, had a very interesting approach to compositional structure. Francis Routh (1972) describes Fricker’s style as the process of construction of
thematic patterns, and (later) the transformation of those patterns. He relates how Fricker was preoccupied with intervals, the relationship of intervals as well as how thematic patterns can be derived
from intervals, and how the line of melody then can be condensed into a set of chords. Through my
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practising, I became convinced that Ridout was indeed influenced by Fricker and I undertook a supportive analysis to prove the extent to which the structure of Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the
Cross correlates to Fricker’s ideas.
Routh (1972) also connects Fricker’s thought process to the style of Schönberg, particularly in its
complex contrapuntal character. Of interest is Schönberg’s description of a style of composition
where thematic material is varied and developed through the course of a composition, and his
thoughts on this are given here as quoted by Haimo (1990: 73), “Music of the homophonic-melodic
style of composition, that is music with a main theme, accompanied by and based on harmony, produces its material by, as I call it developing variation. This means that variation of the features of a
basic unit produces all the thematic formulations which provides fluency, contrasts, variety, logic
and unity, on the one hand, and character, mood, expression and every needed differentiation, on
the other hand – thus elaborating the idea of the piece.”17
I tested these ideas to Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the Cross and came to the conclusion that
this work was not a set of variations, but rather the creation of a theme, as described by Schönberg’s
method above. Snippets of the theme are gradually and smoothly introduced in each movement. As
the work proceeds, the sophisticated listener will be able to identify material that is reused and
transformed, for instance the unusual melodic line, or the repeated note figure, the clusters and the
embellishment theme. This type of structure allows exceptional potential for unity and dramatic
development and is important for the programme of this composition, for in works of art, the Fourteen Stations of the Cross are also seen as essentially one concept divided into fourteen episodes.
Though the individual parts can be enjoyed, like the separate movements of a symphony, the full
impact is only completely realised when the cycle is experienced in its entirety (Harmsen, 1989: 4).
Harmsen continues to describe how most artists keep the unity of the drama of Christ’s passion in
mind when they design the Stations of the Cross. “They create a procession that gains in excitement
and urgency as it progresses, reaches a climax at the twelfth station where the cross is erected, and
diminishes as the crowds disperse in the last scenes” (Harmsen, 1989: 68).
I would like to introduce Ridout’s composition by offering firstly an overall overview of the movements (or Stations) of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross. The titles are as follows:
Station 1: Jesus is condemned to death
Station 2: Jesus receives the cross
Station 3: Jesus falls the first time
Station 4: Jesus meets His blessed mother
Station 5: The cross is laid upon Simon of Cyrene
Station 6: Veronica wipes the face of Jesus
Station 7: Jesus falls the second time
Station 8: Jesus speaks to the women of Jerusalem
17

This process is, according to Sadie (1975: 315), evident in Schönberg’s first set of variations, which is the third
movement of his string quartet in D (1897). In the opening bars of this work, he already reveals a progressive texture.
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Station 9: Jesus falls the third time
Station 10: Jesus is stripped of his garments
Station 11: Jesus is nailed to the cross
Station 12: Jesus dies on the cross (Chorale)18
Station13: Jesus is taken down from the cross
Station14: Jesus is laid in the sepulchre
5.3.

A first overview of the composition

To form an overview of the structure of the work, a study of the compositional detail of all fourteen
movements was made. The objective was to establish a pattern, which would identify elements of
unity or variety. A summary of the indications, dynamics, structures, metre and length, as shown in
the score, is presented in Table 2 below.
Table 2
Station

Indication

Dynamics

Form

Metre

Bars

1

Toccata attacca

f

Free form

6/16

53

2

March

p

binary: II

5/4

28

3

Sonnet

f

Free form

5/4

20

4

Aria

pp

free

4/4

20

5

ff

binary: II

7/4

24

6

p

binary

2/4

32

7

ff

Free form

2/4

38

8

pp

chorale

9

ff

binary

4/4

19

binary

4/4

19

4/2

18

Free form

10/8

21

binary

5/4

48

10

Solo

mp

12

Chorale II

pp

13

14

mp/p

Tema canonica

pp

18

From Table 2 we learn the following:
Seven Stations, namely 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 12 and 14 have character indications, and as Station 12 is indicated in the manuscript as chorale II, one can assume that the intention was to call Station 8, chorale I. This was omitted, however, probably through careless editing.19 The toccata indication in

18

On the manuscript there is an II after this chorale, an indication which probably implies
Station 8 will be chorale I.
19

Here is also an error with the use of the left hand clef in the coda, Station 14.
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Station1 is a suitable choice for the character of this agile and anxious introduction. The second
Station is an ironic march, as the tempo is slow and there are 5 beats in a bar. The sonnet indication
of Station 3 stands out, as it has no specific musical reference. It reveals a different layer of meaning when analysed in accordance to a definition that refers to the juxtaposition of two contrasting
ideas, and not to the classical structure of a sonnet (Miller, 2013).
In the fourth Station, the aria idea is captured by the lyrical bass line. The chorale movements have
a fuller harmonic texture with a minim pulse in equal note values and the phrases are short, though
not regular in length.
The length of the movements varies between eighteen and fifty-three bars, with the first and last
movement being the most substantial and the slower chorale movements the shortest. The dynamics, with the exception of the last three movements which are all soft always alternate between very
loud and soft. Most movements are in binary form and the freer forms, with the exception of the
chorale movements, have loose ternary structures. There are repeat sign indications in Stations 2
and 5. Due to the alternative dynamic indications, they are obligatory in Station 5, and it can therefore be assumed that the repeats of Station 2 will, despite a lack of dynamic change, be obligatory
too. Of the fourteen movements, five have irregular time signatures and one, Station 8, has no time
signature.
This leads us to make the following observations:
The length of the fourteen short movements is balanced, as the ones with more bars have quicker
tempi and the durations are approximately the same. Variety is obtained through dynamics, tempo
changes, metre changes and character indications. Some of the latter include chorale, aria, solo and
tema canonical and in the abstractness and simplicity of the indications we can link this composition to earlier style periods as well as to vocal genres. The indications are also, with the exception of
the Sonnet, typical of the organ repertoire. Unity is enforced by the abundant use of binary form as
well as the inclusion of two chorale movements.
5.4.

Elements contributing to the compositional style of Ridout

5.4.1. Tonality and harmony
From previous centuries, we have a tradition where pitch is considered to be the most important
category for analysis. This was continued in twentieth-century music where we find a free application of tonal principles, such as the uses of modal, quasi-octatonic and symmetric scales. It now
becomes impossible to label tonalities even though they may be latent, if not harmonically functional. Harmonic suggestion is achieved due to acoustic emphasis on a tone by use of consonant
tones closely related in the harmonic series, perfect fourths and fifths, major thirds. Quite often accidentals are present as sound colouring and do not have a tonal function. Example 1 below shows
the C-sharp and D-flat used at the same time to prove this point.
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Example 1: Station 2 (bar 14)

Organ

Pedals

Clear harmonic design is avoided by the use of alterations in voice leading. Ridout’s work is expressionistic in the sense that it is episodic, fragmentary in form and structure, uses abrupt musical
language and clashing dissonances. However, it cannot be said that triadic harmony and the distinction between consonance and dissonance become invalid. Rather, he chooses a layered texture in
which the upper lines often proceed according to simple triadic design.
A modal tonal centre can be distinguished in some of the Stations. The composition begins and ends
in the hypo-aeolian mode. It is transposed to G and begins on D. The application of modes is according to Porter (2001) a way to evoke religious feelings.
I find the following description of twentieth-century style to be true of Ridout’s style: “The use of
pedal points, ostinato and canon hide the sonorities and provide composers with a procedure to explore a melodic and harmonic space without relying on functional harmony as a guide” (Samson,
2001: 5-6). As a summary, one could say that his strategy is a tonal gesture but devoid of functional
harmonic context.

5.4.2. The Theme
The eighteen-bar theme consists of two phrases of unequal length. The first eight-bar phrase can be
subdivided into two four-bar phrases. Bars 1 to 4, which show a descending passage are followed
and balanced by a four-bar ascending passage in bars 5 to 8.20 In the second ten-bar phrase, a transposition of the first four bars occurs in bars 9 to 12, which is then sequentially extended. The threenote descending figure in bars 15, 17 and 18 is interrupted by an embellishment (which also reveals
bars 6 to 8 as a free diminution) and then ends in bars 17-18 with a type of augmentation. In the B
section the theme is presented in inversion.

20

The theme should be read as B-flat, A, G (A) descending followed by B-flat, C, C-sharp, D ascending.
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Example 2: Station 14 (bars 4 to 18) & (19-34)

A (bars 4 to 18)

B (bars 19 to 34)
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Fragments of the theme are present in all the Stations, and will be labelled as:
(a) theme proper; (b) embellishment theme; (c) repeated note figure; (d) theme embellished by sighing motives.
(a)

The theme proper (in three versions)

Example 3(a): Station14 Theme proper, as a chorale melody (bars 5-8)

Z

Example 3(b): Station 1 Theme proper presented as a bold march figure in chords (bars 20-23)

Example 3(c): Station 6. Theme proper as very short and very long values (bars 1-7).

(b)

The embellishment theme (in four versions)

Example 4(a): Station 14 (bar 20)

Example 4(b): Station 1, as a triplet toccata motive (bars 15-18)

Example 4(c): Station 2, as the main melody (bar 14)
.
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Example 4(d): Station 6, used in a contorted way (bars 8-9)
.

(c)

The repeated note figures (in three versions)

Example 5(a): Station 2 as staccato notes with rests (bars 1-2).

Example 5(b): Station 6 as a tied note (bars 1-3)

Example 5(c): Station 8, in a parlando style (bars 2-6)

(d)

Theme decorated by sighing motives

Example 6: Station 8, built from sighing motives (bars 11-13)

The use of pairs of sighing motives, as can be seen in Example 6, is reminiscent of the music of
Bach. His symbol for lamentations is a sequence of descending notes, tied in pairs.21
5.4.3. Intervallic importance
The theme proper consists of a series of intervals which are freely transposed in the other movements. For the first overview, I present the following examples in which the intervallic consistency
is illustrated and the intervals are named below the score.

21

This knowledge, written down by Albert Schweitzer (who today is deemed out of fashion), is passed on from teacher
to organ student and forms an integral part of the organist’s schooling.
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Example 7(a): Station 1 (bars 20-21)

min 2nd down

min 3rd up

added 3rd through diminished 4th a- e-flat

Example 7(b): Station 2 (bars 1-2)

min 2nd down

min 3rd up

perfect 4th down

Example 7(c): Station 4

Example 7(d): Station 5 (bar 1)

min 2nd down

maj 6th down

perfect 5th up (inversion of intervals)

Example 7(e): Station 6 (bars 1-3)

min 2nd down

min 3rd up

perfect 5th up (inversion of intervals)

Example 7(f): Station 8 (bars 1-6)

min 2nd up

min 3rd down

perfect 4th up
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Example 7(g): Station 10 (bars 1-3)

min 2nd up

min 3rd down

perfect 4th

Example 7(h): Station 11 (bars 1-8)
(The intervals occur in the melodic line)

Example 7(i): Station 12 (bars 1-8)
min 2nd up

min 3rd down

perfect 4th up

Example 7 (j): Station 13 (bars1-2)

min 2nd up

min 3rd down

perfect 4th up

Example 7(k): Station 14 (bars 1-3)

min 2nd down

min 3rd up

perfect 4th down
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A consistent use of intervals is illustrated in the above examples. They are freely transposed and
used as part of chords. However, they are always presented in the same sequence and we can therefore assume that they must hold a particular importance to Ridout.
It is a well-known fact that intervals were traditionally applied to evoke specific emotions. Take, for
example, the words of Johann Mattheson as quoted in Doctrine of the affections in EncyclopaediaBritannica, “Joy is elicited by large intervals, sadness by small intervals.” Buelow (2001:181) refers
to the music of Claudio Monteverdi and Girolamo Frescobaldi, where diatonic and chromatic passages strongly outlining the interval of a fourth appear in the Lamento genre. Ridout’s application of
intervals which are associated with sorrow is very appropriate when seen in context of the very tragic subject at hand. The famous diabolus in musica which refers to the tritone present in the augmented fourth interval is also extensively used. Though they are not present in the theme fragments,
they are used in textures when an ominous mood is required, example Station 6.
I believe that through tradition, some of the ideas of the doctrine of affections became integrated in
what we can refer to as the idiomatic writing of religious organ music. It is imbedded in the composer’s and organist’s minds. Ridout uses intervals to create a mournful atmosphere in his The
Fourteen Stations of the Cross in a similar way as the affects were traditionally applied in Baroque
music. I would like to include Buelow’s (2014) explanation the use of affects in the Baroque which
reads as follows:
“As a result of its intricate interrelationships with rhetorical doctrines, Baroque music assumed as
its primary aesthetic goal the achieving of stylistic unity based on emotional abstractions called the
Affects. An affect (‘Affekt’ in German, from the Greek ‘pathos’ and the Latin ‘affectus’) consists of
a rationalised emotional state or passion. After 1600 the representation of the Affects became the
aesthetic necessity of most Baroque composers, whatever their nationality, and the fundamental
basis of numerous treatises. During the Baroque period the composer was obliged, like the orator, to
arouse in the listener idealized emotional states – sadness, hate, love, joy, anger, doubt and so on –
and every aspect of musical composition reflected this affective purpose.”

5.5.

Detailed analysis

As the composition has a structure that is developed through variation, it is important to analyse
how the theme evolves through the various movements. The compositional process is revealed in
this continuous addition and altering of the thematic material.22

22

In the case of movements in binary form, the B section is mostly an inversion of the A section and seldom introduces

new fragments. Therefore only the A sections will be analysed in detail.
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link to a thickened texture in bars 10 to 17 where the left hand joins the triplet figure. In bars 18 and
19 the repeated note figure is introduced in the upper voice.

Station 1: Jesus is condemned to death
Example 8(a): Station 1

A section: The composition begins with an introduction of eighteen bars in the bass register. The
left hand and pedal present the main layer of sound which consists of accented quavers. The pedal
introduces the intervals of the theme in the first three bars, moving from D a minor second up to Eflat, a minor third down to C and a perfect fourth up to F. This is an inversion of the theme proper.
In bar 5, it is continued (but rhythmically contracted) to E-flat to F major second, F through the
added E-flat on the duplet to D a minor third. It is followed by a sequence of this interval, E-flat C
and then inverted C, E-flat and then the inversion of the fourth becomes the E-flat moving to B to
create an augmented fifth. It ends in bars 9 to 10 with the three descending B-flat, A, G which are
the main notes of the beginning as well as the end of the theme proper.
The right hand persists with staccato triplet figures which revolve around D for seven bars and has
a free resemblance of the embellishment theme. The ascending passage of bars 8 and 9 becomes a
link to a thickened texture in bars 10 to 17 where the left hand joins the triplet figure. In bars 18
and 19 the repeated note figure is introduced in the upper voice.

A section: The composition begins with an introduction of eighteen bars in the bass register. The
left hand and pedal present the main layer of sound which consists of accented quavers. The pedal
introduces the intervals of the theme in the first three bars, moving from D a minor second up to Eflat, a minor third down to C and a perfect fourth up to F. This is an inversion of the theme proper.
In bar 5, it is continued (but rhythmically contracted) to E-flat to F major second, F through the
added E-flat on the duplet to D a minor third. It is followed by a sequence of this interval, E-flat C
and then inverted C, E-flat and then the inversion of the fourth becomes the E-flat moving to B to
create an augmented fifth. It ends in bars 9 to 10 with the three descending B-flat, A, G which are
the main notes of the beginning as well as the end of the theme proper.
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The right hand persists with staccato triplet figures which revolve around D for seven bars and has a
free resemblance of the embellishment theme. The ascending passage of bars 8 and 9 becomes a
link to a thickened texture in bars 10 to 17 where the left hand joins the triplet figure. In bars 18 and
19 the repeated note figure is introduced in the upper voice.

Example 8 (b): Station 1
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B section: bars 20 to 33 have a chordal texture and the theme is presented in the top line of the ff
doubled chords (both hands the same). The intervals are G to F-sharp, minor second down, F-sharp
to A, a minor third up, A to F major third down, F to E-flat major second down. The fourth interval
is hidden as it moves from A through F to E-flat - A to E-flat is the missing augmented fourth.
Though the theme is recognisable, it is incomplete. Still in section B, the pedal features an independent sound layer with the theme on the correct pitch for the first three notes. (In this period it
moved in three consecutive major sixths with the top voice before distortions are introduced). The B
section has a ternary structure, a= bars 20-23: b=bars 24-29; a= bars 30-33. Bar 34=bar 18 with the
repeated note figure now intensified by added octave notes.
Example 8 (c): Station 1
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The recurring A section has a similar texture as the beginning but is far more than a mere repetition.
Rather, it mirrors the first section, starting more or less where section A left off, and ends where it
began. It starts at bar 36 and the texture is thickened once again by the addition of double notes as
well as the doubling by both hands. In bar 44 the texture thins out and the register descends again to
the bass until it ends very similar to the opening bars.
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Example 8(d): Station 1
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This movement ends with a cadential gesture in the final two bars. The D in the melody is an anticipation of the D in the final chord, but it is placed on top of the C minor chord instead of after it.
Thus, the important minor second interval is emphasised. In the left hand and pedal line there is a
progression of C minor first inversion to an open fifth on G. This is a typical modal cadence with a
distinct plagal feeling.

Station 2: Jesus receives the Cross
Example 9 (a): Station 2
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Three layers of sound can be distinguished. In the first layer, the right hand has a two-part texture
with the alto voice holding a pedal point in bars 1 to 3 (first two beats), again in bar 5 and similarly
in the B section. It starts with an acciaccatura which adds significance to the interval of the fourth
that is now presented vertically. This becomes a distinctive feature throughout this movement. The
series of intervals of the theme is adhered to, C to B (minor second), B to D minor third, D to A
(perfect fourth) A to B, (major second). Ridout proceeds by presenting the two balancing phrases,
incorporates the transposition and sequential extension of the theme proper. The embellishment
theme is only introduced at the final cadence of the B section.
Example 9 (b): Station 2
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The second layer, a pedal ostinato in double fifths on staccato quavers are 6 times repeated on C
before it moves to D in the seventh bar, which concludes the A section. (This is repeated with
change of dynamics and becomes a section of 14 bars and the number 14 may hold some significance). The left hand introduces the third layer of sound. This displays the repeated note figure
which now has obtained a quaint rhythm and detailed articulation markings (the first semiquaver is
tied to the first note of the staccato quavers). The intervals are B- flat to E (augmented fourth), E to
G (minor third), G to E-flat (major third), E-flat to C (minor third), to E (major third), E to F (minor
second) and the next group are all chromatic, or minor thirds. This is not the selected sequence and
is interdependent on the right hand.
Station 3: Jesus falls for the first time
Ridout uses the subtitle Sonnet in Station 3, were Jesus’ firsts fall is described. Miller (2013), holds
that “a sonnet is fundamentally a dialectical construct which allows the poet to examine the nature
and ramifications of two usually contrastive ideas, emotions, states of mind, beliefs, actions, events,
images, etc., by juxtaposing the two against each other, and possibly resolving or just revealing the
tensions created and operative between the two.”
Example 10(a): Station 3
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The juxtaposition of two contrasting ideas is evident in this movement. We see two dramatic transformations of the theme fragments which are the forte repeated note idea (occasionally jumping an
octave) which alternates with fortissimo syncopated chords based on the embellishment theme.
They are accompanied by arpeggio figures in the pedal.
Example 10(a): Station 3
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A feeling of progression is achieved by the gradual expansion of these two ideas. At first, they alternate from one bar to the following, and then each figure is extended to one-and-a-half bars. At
the second appearance of the chordal figure, the melody is moved to the inner voices of the tenor
and alto lines and the repeated notes merge with this figure, dominating it on the outer voices. Then
the repeated note figure is expanded to four bars by means of a free sequence. A theme derived
from the pedal arpeggio notes enters for two bars. Then the exchange of ideas appears in a more
rigid or constricted form at one-bar distance again. The repeated note figure has an upward curve,
but is interrupted by the chordal figure merged with repeated notes. A final descending three-bar
passage in septuplets moves through the interval of a fourth over the compass of three octaves, halting momentarily on a two-octave double note pedal C-sharp interval before the final chord is heard
in the twice repeated three-note scale chord of A, B and C.
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Station 4: Jesus meets His blessed mother
Example 11(a): Station 4
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The Aria indication refers to the sound layer of the lyrical pedal line and is marked p espress. The
theme is presented in longer note values and the first note of each phrase is tied over the bar line to
have a value of five beats. The first two notes of the theme, A, G-sharp are repeated at the beginning of the first three phrases. In each of the new phrases, a new interval from the series is added.
The minor second is introduced in the first phrase (bar 2), the third in the second phrase (bar 4). The
fourth interval is presented by G-sharp to C with a passing note B. This is repeated in bar 9 before it
is transposed in bar 10 as C-sharp to F. As the notes are frequently tied over the bar lines, it emphasises the independence of this layer, which seems to be moving along without time signature. In the
subsequent descending lines the intervals are inverted and the sixth replaces the thirds and the fifth,
the fourths.
The hands provide the second layer of sound and they are moving in parallel doubled chords (of
which the thirds are omitted). The chords move chromatic, at first ascending with the pedal line and
from the D in bar 12 to bar 19, a full chromatic descending scale is heard. The F is repeated. The
rhythmic placing of the chords is loose and varies to the extent that there is no feel of pulse.
The layers integrate at the final chord which is D major first inversion.

Station 5: The cross is laid upon Simon of Cyrene
It is possible to distinguish three layers of sound. In the right hand, the interval series is presented
by leaps to any octave note, irrespective of it being in inversion or not. The direction seems to go
back to go forward but the leaps become increasingly wider. The subsequent descent in the inverted
B section is freer.
The pedal presents a skeleton of the theme but the intervals are slightly rearranged: D, C, a minor
second down, C, F, a perfect fourth up, F, E-flat, a major second down, E-flat, D, a minor second
down, D, B-flat, a minor sixth up.
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Example 12(a): Station 5
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The B section starts with a development which presents the figure of the first bar in inversion. All
the layers are united in a unison texture for two bars. There is a C pedal point, and the intervals have
a minor-second / minor-third relation that always proceeds to a different interval. In bars 9 and 10
the minor-second / minor-third relation is followed by augmented fourths. Bar 11 resembles bar 5
though the ruling interval is now a fifth instead of a fourth. The harmonic intervals of the left hand
often hide pedal points and cause harmonic distortions. Rhythmically it works together with the
pedal line and the effect is similar to Station 1.
Example 12(b): Station 5
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Station 6: Veronica wipes the face of Jesus
Ann Ball (2003) relates that according to Roman Catholic tradition, Veronica was moved with pity
when she saw Jesus carrying his cross to Golgotha and gave him her veil that he might wipe his
forehead. Jesus accepted the offering, held it to his face, and then handed it back to her, the image
of his face miraculously impressed upon it. This piece of cloth became known as the Veil of Veronica and has become a holy relic.
Example 13 (a): Station 6
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Veronica’s music in Station 6 is dramatic due to the jaggedness of the phrases which all end in an
abrupt way on an accented, staccato note. It contains two conflicting ideas, a single line of triplets in
sixteenth notes, and full chords intervening strongly in the middle, but subsiding at the end. The
registration calls for the use of reeds which implies that the sound should not be sweet.
This Station is in binary form and each section consists of sixteen bars. There is no introduction but
each section concludes with a codetta of three bars. Material is used in an economical way. This
movement mainly features a single unaccompanied melodic line. The irregular rhythm consists of
very long and very short notes and long silences, which on four occasions last for a whole bar. Note
durations that are used vary between hemidemisemiquavers and semibreves, and notes are tied to
unusual lengths. The dynamics move along the extreme dynamics of pp and ff, with a further indication to use the swell pedal on a single note. These long crescendo notes end abruptly and a further
forte indication on a single pedal note, creates an enforced accent. The only harmonic or chordal
sections are the codettas. At the end of the A section, ff chords are featured, and the end of the B
section is slower and has a pp dynamic. The Holy number three becomes meaningful in this movement where short motives are repeated three times after phrases have the very irregular length of
three bars each.
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Section B
Example 13 (b): Station 6

Example 12(b)
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Again the B section is an inversion of the material of the A section. The repeated triplet note figure
from bar 12 is extended in bars 28-29 with a rest between the second and third figure, creating a
natural ritenuto into the meno mosso of the codetta that concludes this movement in a pianissimo
dynamic.
Example 14 (a): Station 7
In Station 7, which portrays the second fall, there is (unlike the Sonnet indication of Station 3, the
Station of Jesus’s first fall) only a metronome mark given. However, similar to Station 3, two contrasting ideas are used. Three bars of material derived from the theme, as well as the repeated note
figure are followed by an upward pressing pedal solo which is built on the intervals of the theme,
but inverted freely. Gradually both figures are extended until they merge in the climax while the
pedal line develops increasingly wider leaps. The repeated final chord is the same as in Station 3.
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Example 14 (b): Station 7
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Station 8: Jesus speaks to the women of Jerusalem

Example 15 (a): Station 8
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In this chorale, we distinguish three sound layers of which the sighing motives are presented by the
left hand, and the chordal texture (as was seen in example 15 (b) by both the left hand and the pedal.
The pedal moves by chromatic steps. In the chords, the presence of the interval of a minor sixth
occurs 7 times in the first 5 bars. Though the phrases could be seen as 4+2+2+2+2+2+5 bars, the
absence of a time signature together with the irregularity of the bar lengths creates an ambiguity
which allows the minim beats to perpetuate the phrase lengths. When one counts minim values, two
bar phrases become evident in groupings of 3+4+5+6+7+6+5+4+3 respectively. We thus see the
gradual extension of a fragment followed by its balancing recline. The short phrases have a strong
expressive capacity due to the constant halting after every second bar. The sighing motives are created by the use of appoggiaturas.
The third sound layer is presented by the right hand which features the repeated note figure in octaves.
Example 15 (b): Station 8 (bars 1-18) left hand and pedal without sighing motives.

There is a tonal centre present due to the abundant application of major chords and sixths intervals.
Each of the first six phrases ends on a semibreve major triad in second inversion, thus creating a
feeling of suspension.
For appoggiaturas, see Example 6 and for parlando see repeated note theme, Example 5(d)
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Station 9: Jesus falls for the third time.
Example 16 (a): Station 9
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As in Stations 3 and 7, Station 9 also features two contrasting ideas: three staccato octaves built on
the intervals of the theme and an ascending arpeggio figure in semi-quavers. On the second appearance of these figures, they are expanded, similar to the other falling Stations. In bar 8, the arpeggios
change direction to become descending and emphasise the idea of falling. Then the octaves are
harmonised by building chords consisting of fourths. They are played legato. The sixteenth notes
become triplets which have the effect of a slowing down. This is followed by a sequential extension
of the chords in an upward curve, interrupted by the triplets, and finally reappearing in descending
direction. The arpeggios in sixteenth notes are again heard before the final chord. This is again similar to the other two falling Stations.
Example 16(b): Station 9
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All three Stations of Jesus’s falling conclude with similar dramatic cadences. In these Stations, it is
interesting to note that the falling chords are moved in each of the falling Stations to the relevant
beat of the bar. Thus, on the first beat of Station 1, on the second beat of Station 2 and on the third
beat of Station 3. These examples are given again below and the reader is requested to count the
crotchet beats of the final bars.
Example 17(a): Station 3 (bars 19-20)
chord on first beat

Example 17(b): Station 7(bars37-38)
chords on second beat

Example 17(c): Station 9 (bars 18-19)

chord on third beat
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Station 10: Jesus is stripped of His garments
In this Station, we initially distinguish two separate sound layers. The right hand presents a typical
expressive, embellished melody that uses ornaments integrated into the theme proper.
Example 18: Station 9
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Echappée from E to F etc. and appoggiatura from G to F
In bars 5 to 6, the interval of a fourth is filled by passing notes, as would be done in the process of
improvisation. In bar 8, the music ascends to the high D where it lingers for the duration of a minim, before a link of two pairs of sighing notes brings it to the inversion that starts in bar 10.
In bar 18, the descending sighing motive sequence is interrupted by a minim rest before we reach
the final cadence. After an abrupt half-bar rest, the melody becomes a sequence of falling minor
second intervals, paired in twos as sighing motives, here created by suspensions. The first chord
suggests a V7th (E, G-sharp (B) D), and it is followed by an open chord on C and G-sharp. The final
chord consists of fourths, D-sharp, G-sharp, C-sharp, in inversion.
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Station 11: Jesus is nailed to the cross
Example 19: Station 11
Initially, there are only two layers of sound present as the pedal line is not active yet. The right hand
plays fff staccato clusters that are shifted in a high register. The top notes move according to the
intervals of the theme proper. The left hand plays pp chords and the registration is indicated as 8ft
and tremulant.
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There seems to be no progression of chords, but the root notes are actually spelling out the intervals
of the theme again. We hear G minor second inversion, and after a long rest an ascend to G-sharp
minor root, F minor second inversion, B-flat minor second inversion, G-sharp minor first inversion,
G minor root, G-sharp minor first inversion, and then there follows clusters that are repeated twice
in the compass of a diminished third, twice in the compass of an augmented fourth and twice in the
compass of a minor sixth. The root notes of these are again part of the theme as it moves F-sharp, Eflat, C and D-sharp. This is interrupted by a rest before it halts on a B-flat minor second inversion.
The first three clusters are repeated, we hear another pp G-sharp minor second inversion and then
there is a huge climax. The right hand groupings are repeated clusters that are played
5+7+6+4+2+8+3+9+4 times before the whole right arm is asked to play as many notes as possible
three times and then the left hand joins in. This is repeated twelve times before a rest of three beats
interrupts and it is played for the final, symbolic unlucky thirteenth time.
After the fourth left hand forearm cluster, the pedal enters with a ff ostinato playing B D (minor
third), B E (perfect fourth) twice before the rest and then the pedal joins the thirteenth cluster with
its own cluster EF and BC. After one bar of silence, a G minor chord is played by the right hand in a
high register. The notes are released, one after the other till only the D remains on a long pause
(fermata lunga). The way that the texture is finally emptied out to a single note D stands in contrast
with Station 5 were exactly the opposite occurs. In this Station notes are added from one note to
finally become a cluster of ten notes.

Station 12: Jesus dies on the cross
Here we have two layers of sound and the theme is presented by the pedal. It incorporates the repeated note idea and again the metre changes from bar to bar. The hands are doubled and play only
major chords that have a thick texture consisting of seven notes each up to the final cadence, where
only the A-flat causes a harmonic distortion before the final C major first inversion chord. The
chords move according to the interval pattern of the theme proper.
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Example 20: Station 12
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Station 13: Jesus is taken down from the cross
Example 21(a): Station 13

The first nine bars of section A are presented by the hands only. The right hand plays a dotted note
figure and adheres to the intervallic pattern of the theme proper. Occasionally the texture is enriched
by intervals presented vertically. The left hand plays accompaniment that consists of horizontal intervals of augmented fourths and thirds (minor and sometimes major) and the acciaccatura of Station 2 is briefly quoted. From bar 5, the left hand texture thickens to triads that are moving stepwise
and are presented in second inversion.
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Example 21(b): Station 13
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The repeated note figure is also present. Bars 10 to 14 form a short B section, a little development
of the left hand idea, in only one thick layer of sound. The harmony is distorted and the outer voices
proceed in parallel augmented octaves up to bar 13. The A section starts again at bar 15, but is an
octave lower than the beginning. This continues in a descending line with a sequence that is again in
a motion which can be described as a-b; b-c; c-d, going back to go forward. This movement ends
with a cadence similar to Station 10. After two pairs of sighing motives, the melody descends into
the bass-clef, resting on E-flat minor on the first beat of bar 21. The following F in the melody is
again an anticipation which is placed on top of the E-flat minor chord. This resolves to B-flat major
second inversion, creating another modal cadence. Here the effect is reminiscent of a tierce de Picardi, when it unexpectedly ends on a major chord in second inversion.
Station 14: Jesus is laid in the sepulchre
This movement is in binary form and the sections are: Introduction bars 1-4; Section A bars 5-22;
Section B (an inversion of A) bars 23-40; Coda bars 41-48.
Example 22 (a): Station 14
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We distinguish two layers of sound, and the pedal presents the first four bars of the theme in inversion. It is in triple time, accompanied by dissonant chords in syncopated rhythm in the left hand.
This accompanying pattern is sustained throughout the movement. An added minor second interval
in the left hand distorts the possibility of a G minor tonality. There are very precise articulation indications (the combination of staccato and tenuto dash signs) and this ensures that the emphasis
remains on the strong beat and is not moved to the syncopation. The pedal theme starts with a minor
second up, a minor third down, a perfect fourth up and concludes with a major second down. The
accompaniment sustains a pedal point on G which is sustained for 10 bars. Added to the pedal point
are a minor sixth and a perfect fifth which produce a minor second interval for bars 1 and 2, and
then are replaced by a major second in bar 2 and followed by a sighing motive, running through A,
B-flat, C. The latter foreshadows the first notes of the theme to enter in the next bar.
The theme consists of eighteen bars. The first eight bars can be grouped in two symmetrical fourbar phrases. Bars 9 and 10 have the same contour, but starts a perfect fifth higher, bars 11 and 12
are a sequence a major third lower and repeated again in bars 13 and 14. In bar 14, an extra note is
added to become an upbeat to present the first four bars of the theme in a decorated way, which is
the embellishment theme. Ridout uses two chromatic passing notes to connect the phrases. In bar
14, there is a deliberately altered note, E natural instead of E-flat, and with close observation it becomes clear that Ridout often alters a note from a natural to flat or sharp, to disguise octaves in the
outer voices on the first beats, for instance in bars 10, 14 and 15.
In this Station, tema canonical, the linear terms of polyphony was applied. The theme in inversion
in the pedal are D, E-flat, C, F and in the right hand when the canon starts B-flat, A, C, G. If the
notes are arranged C, D, E-flat F and G A-Flat C, two similar tetrachords are revealed that run
through the compass of a scale.
The B-natural in the pedal at bar 3 is typical of the free use of both major and minor intervals and
the B-flat in the next bar cancels this out. The A-flat in bar 5 is a deliberately altered note which
sustains a minor mode colour, but also conceals the open octave that would have occurred on the
beat. If the A-natural had been used, it would have exposed a weakness in the canonical process, as
there is a natural in the upper voice, which would have caused an open octave in the outer voices on
a strong beat. It becomes clear that Ridout freely alters a note whenever he ends on a perfect octave
interval, as can be seen in bars 6, 10, and 11.
The theme proper is introduced in the upper voice in bar 5 as a canon. This gives the impression of
the typical choral style of pre-imitation where the voice parts enter in diminution in a fugal process
until the cantus firmus enters. In performance, the pedal part, though conceived as a canonical device, is subordinate to the theme in the upper voice.
In bar 7, Ridout takes the freedom of placing the melody note in the pedal line in a higher octave,
favouring the interval of seventh above the expected second interval. On closer observation, it becomes clear that he did so to keep within the range of the pedal board, which ends on C. Each section ends with an embellishment which is a carefully written out trill starting with a suspension after
the beat and taking either the lower or higher auxiliary before the trill starts and ends with an
echappeé. This results in a perfect fourth interval. The main entry of the theme in the upper voice
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uses the scale G, A, B-flat, C, D, E-flat, F, G, which gives us the natural minor or Aeolic mode. The
C-sharp can be explained as being a chromatic accented passing note.
Example 22 (b): Station 14
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In bar 23, the theme, as well as the chordal accompaniment, are presented in inversion. This section
starts with a surprise B-natural, instead of B-flat and gives the short-lived impression of a major key
or tierce de Picardi effect. The final four bars of section B are enriched with an added melodic
fragment which features a free sequence built on two repeated note quavers, followed by a sighing
motive.
Example 22 (c): Station 14
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An eight-bar coda concludes this movement. The texture becomes much thicker with the use of
double pedal notes as well as the doubling of the chords in both hands. This results in the sounding
of 8 to 10 notes simultaneously. The movement ends on an imperfect cadence on A. This chord
could be read as A, C-sharp, E, G, B, D and F.
5.6.

How the meaning of this music is communicated

Programme music is defined in encyclopedia2 (2014) as instrumental music of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries that endeavours to arouse mental pictures or ideas in the thoughts of the listener
– to tell a story, depict a scene, or invoke a mood. Thus we have here a definition of a specific genre
in music, which allows music to be able to be depicting, descriptive and narrating. Seemingly in
opposition to these ideas, there are Nicholas Cook’s formulations of the limitations of what can be
attributed to the expressive powers of musical meaning. Cook reminds us that music is not a language, it does not have content, it cannot feel and think, it does not have specific meaning and cannot express concepts and is not capable of action (Cook, 2007: 201). What music can express are
feelings and it affords their sentiments, as many as one can think of, and his description of how it is
achieved is best demonstrated from the following quote:
“Music presents emotion characteristics. This is because we experience the dynamic character of
music as like the actions of a person; movement is heard in music, and that music is heard as purposive and rationally organized within musical styles. These natural propensities for expressiveness
are structure and refined by musical conventions, so that the expressiveness of a work might be apparent only to someone who is familiar with the conventions of the relevant style. Music can
properly be understood as referring to, or being about, the world of human feeling” (Cook, 2007:
277).
Cook’s argument is also relevant to music with descriptive titles, where the performer and audience
are given information to feed the imagination. It supposes, for example, that it is not a capacity of a
minor second interval to be plaintive, but that the interval arouses a feeling of plaintiveness in the
listener, especially when it is read in the context of music with a title that indicates sadness or loneliness.
His wording “conventions of a relevant style” is supportive to my view that in this composition the
principles of Baroque music are referred to, as is often the case in organ music, for it had become an
integrated part of the organ music repertoire. Clearly, Ridout refers to the rhetoric of the Baroque
era by the choice of small intervals for his theme, by the use of embellishments (though integrated
and not indicated as symbols), by the application of the affect for sorrow through falling fourths and
descending pairs of sighing motives, by the use of canon and compositional devices such as inversion, augmentation and diminution. He also refers to the holy numbers three, seven, seven times
two and the unholy number thirteen. He also deliberately employs the interval of diabolus in musicus in for example, Station 6, when a sense of unfairness is expressed.
Cook concludes his argument with the opinion that “the meaning of music is to be considered an
independent structural medium, interacting with the fundamental structure through some kind of
dialogical relationship” (Cook, 2007: 236). In this independent medium of meaning, it is possible to
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name and share the performer’s subjective emotional experiences. I reserve my own conclusions for
my final chapter where I will address the positions of the composer, performer and listener.
In a final thought about the attributed meaning to music, I would like to ponder on a further method
of explaining meanings of music. Michael Spitzer (2007: 13) writes about metaphorical comparison
in descriptions of music and says: “To comprehend a phrase as an image, an utterance, or an organism is to allow one’s hearing of musical structure to be shaped by a knowledge of different spheres
of human activity: representation, language, life.” I find this attitude to open up a very effective way
to communicate emotions aroused by music, by moving from what can be articulated to the language of feelings. This is a valuable tool for the music teacher, but also a way for a performer to
have a deepened experience of a musical work.
We are also cautioned by Vladimir Jankélévitch’s (2014) statement that “music is effable because it
cannot be pinned down and has the capacity to engender limitless resonance in several domains.”
Indeed, music has broad shoulders and we can put many things on it, and it can carry all kinds of
meanings.
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Chapter 6: Der Kreuzweg by Emil Sutor
6.1.

Introduction

Religious art (Osborne, 2006) can be described as any work of which the theme supports the moral
message of the religion it purports to illustrate. In this context, religion means any set of human
beliefs relating to that which they regard as sacred, holy, spiritual or divine - whether or not deities
are involved (sacred art). Definitions of art-related principles as well as Hogarth’s Analysis of Beauty were found in the Oxford Companion to Art (Osborne, 2006: 540). In Gardner’s Art through the
Ages (De la Croix, Tansley & Kirkpatrick, 1991: 7-9) the physical process of creating relief sculptures is described.
6.2.

Sutor’s involvement with the Altenberg Cathedral

In 1938, Emil Sutor received a commission from the Altenberg Cathedral Society to create a
Kreuzweg, or the Fourteen Stations of the Cross. At the age of fifty years, he was a matured and
seasoned artist who had made a definite resolution to concentrate his efforts on sacral art.
The magnificent Altenberg Cathedral was designed with the typical cross floor plan in the Gothic
style. It was often rebuilt, restored and renovated since the time of its humble beginnings in the 11th
century. The Cistercian order came to Altenberg in 1133 and established an abbey, which was due
to the fast growing community being found too small by the end of the 12th century. A new church
was erected from 1255-1279 and Baron Adolf IV van Berg laid the first stone of the Cathedral in
the presence of the Bishop of Cologne. It was built according to strict Gothic principals and they
managed to combine the specifications of simplicity of the Cistercian monks, with Northern French
architecture. Initially, there were no stained glass windows (until 1400, colour was prohibited by the
Cistercians) or sculptures. Although the Passion was a central theme with the Cistercians, the portrayal of any figures or statues into the “mystical emptiness” of the cathedral contradicted the principals of Bernhard von Clairvaux, founder of the principles of this Order. With time, the church was
decorated and today the newer, colourful stained-glass window additions sharply contrast with the
older simple ones. Throughout its long life the church was sold, secularised, abandoned in a dilapidated state, renovated and consecrated again. Since 1857, the church has been used for services of
both Protestants and Roman Catholics by order of the King of Prussia (Arntz, 1908: 293-308).
When the Stations of the Cross were erected in 1939-1940 there were many conflicting feelings.
The Cathedral Society, which funded this work, took three positive aspects into consideration before they commissioned the work of art. These considerations were: The Cistercian cathedral would
be enriched by a contribution towards traditional Catholic Stations of the Cross. Secondly, it would
feature the mature work of Emil Sutor, and lastly these Stations of the Cross would become a silent
accusation during World War II against all violence and destruction, and would also carry a comforting message in a difficult time (Pilz, 1985: 9-12).
Since this shared church had to accommodate the Roman Catholics whose need for the canon of the
Fourteen Stations of the Cross and the indulgence allowed through the practice of the Stations ritual
is of great importance, Protestants could appreciate their effort to merge the different views of Cistercians, Protestants and Catholics by having the Stations presented in the simplest possible
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medium.
Emil Sutor received the commission because it was believed that he possessed a special sensitivity
to create a work that would blend in with the surroundings of the old building. He was expected to
integrate this work of art in the Altenberg Cathedral in a sensitive way. Sacral art was very unfashionable at this time in history and though it is difficult to determine Sutor’s spiritual standing, the
authorities at the Cathedral were happy that his sacral works were well grounded in customary tradition, and complied with the basic requirements that were needed for devotion. His work was also
credible and realistic (Pilz, 1985:12).
Sutor’s involvement with the Stations of the Cross theme dates from 1928 when he made such a
design for an art competition. The sculptures, with one or two figures, were a totally new way of
presenting a Station of the Cross. The attention was solely on the suffering of Jesus, through the
absence of any other figures, or masses of crowds, costumes and backdrops, as was customary.
Nothing came from this venture. In 1938, he surprisingly used exactly the same design for the second Station (Jesus carries the Cross) in the Altenberg Cathedral (Pilz, 1985:14-16).
Furthermore, it was discovered, that the Altenberg Stations had a forerunner, as Sutor had created a
similar Stations of the Cross work of art in the church of Altwette, in Upper Silesia in 1934/5.
These Stations were created in English cement, and the priest of the church, Georg Scholz, was very
pleased about the way in which these Stations of the Cross “seemed to grow out of the walls” as if
they belonged there. Through Sutor’s brilliance, he once again managed to blend his work of art in
the Altenberg cathedral to suit the building, as he had done in Altwette (Scholz, 1934:201-208).
Altwette Stations 6 and 9
Photo 1

In order to make a valid analysis of Sutor’s Kreuzweg, I applied the general principles of art as explained in the Oxford Dictionary of Art as well as Hogarth’s Analysis of Beauty. I tried to find a
connection between what can be considered to be the parallel capacities of music and art. As a mere
lover of art and no expert at all, I was surprised to find considerable common ground between the
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two very contrasting disciplines. I offer a very general overview of the principles of art and do not
propose to cover the whole spectrum.
6.3.

The principles of art (and music)

In The Analysis of Beauty, a treatise by William Hogarth (1697-1764), Hogarth argues that the
views of a practising artist should be considered as more important than the theories of specialists.23
Edwards (1973: 540) describes how Hogarth implements six principles by which beauty can be
measured namely fitness, variety, regularity, simplicity, intricacy and quantity. Fitness refers to the
appropriateness of the subject matter, and variety he explains by the following analogy: “The ear is
as much offended with one even continued note, as the eye is with being fixed to a point, or to the
view of a dead wall.” He holds that our senses also need repetition within the varietal experience.
The third notion of beauty is the wish for regularity, which refers to the proportions of variety and
repetition. Simplicity on the one hand and intricacy on the other stimulate the imagination. He also
holds that the movement of our “Mind’s eye” moves along with the line of sight and triggers the
notion of intricacy. In his last principle, quantity, referring to the sublime, he finds that it has an
aesthetic effect on the beholder without the necessity of a varietal or fitting form (Hogarth, 1753:18122; Osborne, 2006:540).
The formulation of the principles of art in modern-day textbooks refer to the concepts of movement,
unity, harmony, variety, balance, rhythm, emphasis, contrast, proportion and pattern. Sculpture
again has its own set of rules and has through the ages presented images of human beings in their
most heroic as well as their most human aspects. Sculpture is referred to as relief sculpture when it
is attached to a back slab or back plate. A further distinction can be made as to high or low relief,
according to the amount of projection. Sutor’s work entails high relief sculptures. In sculptures,
textures or tactile values are important. There are two basic categories of sculptural techniques: subtraction and addition. The limestone carvings of Sutor belong to the subtractive category (De la
Croix, et al.1991:7-9).
6.4.

A music performer’s analysis of Der Kreuzweg

The use of simple material in Stations of the Cross works of art may be a common tradition, but the
possibilities that Sutor found in this humble medium leaves one with admiration. In cold, yellow
limestone he created multiple textures and expressions. He captures the imagination with the way in
which he presents narrative information. We look, for instance, how the hands of Jesus are tied with
a slight knot, echoing the shape of the cross; or the faceless, bowed heads of the weeping woman.
Sorrow is expressed by the lines curved into their head scarfs and handkerchief, with only the
slightest glimpse of a visible eye.
The positioning of the figures, which seem to want to step out of the customary frame of the Stations makes them very realistic and gives them a feeling of mobility. The figure of Jesus is always
protruding from the frame, as if it cannot be contained within the limits of the size of the composition. It is always positioned higher and is proportionally larger than the others, as was customary
when creating Gods from the ancient times of the Egyptians. This also enforces the three23

He clearly supports a performance-based opinion!
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dimensionality of the work. The fact that the figures are cut off enforces their weight or stature but
also creates a feeling that the viewer is looking through a window at a scene that is revealed in an
intimate way.
The stations form a unity through the constant presence of the cross, but shows progression through
the change of position of the cross and the proximity of the other figures to it (We can label it as a
variety in the sameness, and as having an appropriate regulation). It is most notably in the falling
Stations where the positioning of the cross is changed in each Station in relation to the figure of
Jesus. Of interest is also that in Station 5, when Simon of Cyrene helps Jesus to carry the cross, he
is not releasing Jesus from the burden of the cross. The relationship of Jesus to the cross becomes
different.
The positioning of the hands and feet of Jesus is also used to create unity, contrast and rhythm. In
the first Station, his hands are very prominent, crossed, and tied by a cross-shaped knot, positioned
to the right side of his body, away from the soldier. The second Station shows Jesus in an almost
angelic position with His right hand lightly supporting the end of the cross bar and his feet touching
the ground, together as one would kneel in prayer. In the eighth Station, His hands are softer and the
fingers seem thinner, which makes it more ethereal. This positioning suggests a wish to fold them in
prayer. In the tenth Station, when He is stripped of his clothes, the thumb of left hand is spread open
in an almost coy gesture, as if to protect himself from the shame of nudity.
The eleventh Station shows the body of Jesus positioned to the left and seems to be an unusual crucifixion composition. However, if one follows the hands theme, this becomes clear that the attention
is drawn to the left hand which has been pierced with an enormous nail through the centre of the
palm. Interestingly, Sutor had carefully chiselled a rope to support the right side of the body to the
cross-bar of the crucifix, so as to make the scene more realistic or probable. In the fourteenth Station, His hand is less defined, as to show its immobility.
The use of the halo is very old fashioned, but very effective, as it immediately links this work with
similar works from previous ages. Veronica is the only other figure that wears the distinct mark of
holiness.
I focus my analysis of Der Kreuzweg on Stations 1, 14, 6, 5, 7 and 9 only. As the works of art do
not share the gradual addition of material as in the case of Ridout’s composition, the chosen examples will suffice to substantiate my argument.24
Station 14 analysed and compared to Station 1
For my first analysis, Stations 1 and 14 are juxtaposed in an attempt to show how the progression of
the story has been portrayed. Sutor starts with a statement, an almost static composition with the
dominant presence of the SPQR of the Roman Empire and ends with an ethereal spiritual fluent
scene in Station 14.

24

The reader is reminded that the complete Kreuzweg brochure can be found in Addendum B.
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Photo 2

In Station 1, Jesus is wearing the cloak and the crown of thorns which, as we know from the Bible,
was given to Him by the soldiers (Matt 27:28). They used these objects as a means to insult and
humiliate, accusing Him of being a fake king. Jesus’ head collides with the upper frame of the station and his garment extends beyond the lower side of the frame, giving Him the appearance of
stepping out of the frame. His facial features are angular and strong and especially the thick eyebrows are a strong suggestion of spirituality. His body is soft, and particularly the lower body is too
short and thus powerless. The crown of thorns is visible under a halo. He seems unshaven, as custom would have it, and his head is inclined upwards. He is very slender and his hands are too big in
relation to the rest of the body. They are tied with a simple knot which resembles a cross. The almost too beautiful rope is held by the Roman soldier who is positioned much lower than Jesus, and
has an almost humble countenance. It seems as though it would be possible for Jesus to easily free
himself. Both his body and that of the Roman soldier are cut off, to fit into the frame. This creates a
feeling of the story being “caught in time.” (Christ was portrayed beardless in the Carolingian and
Ottonian time and bearded in the Byzantine time (Osborne, 2006:238-239).
The Roman soldier wears a uniform with the accustomed head gear, and a staff with the initials
SPQR from a Latin phrase, Senātus Populusque Rōmānus (The Senate and People of Rome). There
is an eagle on the capital of the staff, which is part of the official Roman emblem. A wonderful variety of texture is achieved through the use of strong chisel markings in the limestone. This suggests
movement and activity in the otherwise static composition. The facial expression of Jesus portrays
suffering, but is internalised, as though he is thinking of sublime things. The figures communicate
the ranking of the Son of God next to the humble man, who is given authority and strength only by
the use of the emblems of the Roman Epire. Christ’s countenance of other-worldliness and almost
of distancing himself from the soldier speaks of the spiritual. The figures are edged and strongly
defined. The Roman emblems take up a large proportion of the composition and stand out against
an empty background.
Finally, it can be said that the two figures are arranged in such a way as to form a type of counterpoint. It is the soldier whose back is facing the audience who draws the spectator into the picture.
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Photo 3

The fourteenth Station is remarkably different from all the other Stations, as it has an ethereal quality, leaning towards the metaphysical fluidity that is sometimes linked with Impressionism. The
body of Jesus is presented in an unusual semi-crossway positioning (raised 45 degrees), showing his
prostrate body, covered in a soft cloth, with his right hand crossing his heart, indicating that He is
dead. Two parallel candles are positioned to the right of this composition to create both balance and
to suggest the atmosphere of a wake. Jesus’ face is ethereal and stripped of earthly emotions.
Through the use of blurred lines Sutor has created a sublime feeling of a spirituality that seems to
ascend and soar from the face and body of Jesus. This is juxtaposed to the angular lines of the bed
and candles. This Station stands in huge contrast to Station 1 and is indeed a moving conclusion to
the drama set in stone.
Station 6: Veronica wipes the face of Jesus
Photo 4

Jesus is holding the cross with His right hand which is visible over the right sidebar of the cross.
With his left hand, he is wiping His very exhausted face with the scarf of Veronica. She is positioned to the left, much lower than Jesus, looking up to Him and holding the other end of the scarf
which she is presenting to Him with both hands, in a gesture that suggests worship. Her saintly status is indicated by her halo. The cross is positioned in the centre, between the two figures. There is
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beautiful motion and harmony in the composition, with rhythm created through the detailed sculpting in the scarf and the curved line formed by the scarf. The viewer’s eye follows this line from
Veronica to the face of Jesus.
Station 8: Jesus speaks to the women of Jerusalem
Photo 5

Jesus is positioned to the left of this composition, carrying the cross over His left shoulder and holding it below the crossbar with both hands, almost as in prayer. He is looking down at the two women kneeling in the lower right corner, and His facial expression shows pity. He is portrayed thinner
and elongated, which may be an indication of the loftiness of His words. The presence of the second
woman is indicated only by the silhouette of her headscarf. The woman in front is weeping into her
scarf, covering her face, and her arm is resting on the frame of the Station. The cross is again dominant in this composition, but the women and Christ are on the same side, inside the positioning of
the cross. The front woman is almost touching his garment, and the intimacy of the scene has an
almost protective ambience.
The three falling stations
Photo 6
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Station 3: Jesus falls the first time
Jesus is centre front in the composition, his knees are bent and he is falling backwards as if the
weight of the cross is pulling Him that way. He seems to be supporting Himself by resting His right
hand on a stone. His face is contorted with the effort of carrying the burden of the cross. There is a
sense of motion created by the positioning of the knees, as if He is trying to walk to the right.
Photo 7

Station 7: Jesus falls the second time
This Station seems very “composed” with Jesus placed in front of the cross and not touching (it
could be leaning against Him). His hands and feet are on the same level on the ground and His head
is inclined as if in prayer. His arms are parallel and his inclined head is again parallel to the ground,
which seems unnatural and even “uncomfortable”. It repeats the elements of Station 2, as if it is an
inversion. The cross is positioned in a similar position in these two stations. The crossbar is elongated to harmonise the positioning of Jesus. The body of Jesus seems to form a triangle which may
be a reference to the holy Trinity.
Photo 8
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Station 9: Jesus falls the third time
Jesus is resting His left arm on a stone and his fingertips barely touch the ground. His body is almost prostrate while the crossbar seems to be coming down onto his head. His expression is one of
total exhaustion and His head is parallel to the ground. His right hand seems to be making one last
attempt to stop the cross.
6.5.

Transmitting religious ideas

Though Sutor’s work easily passes Hogarth’s principles of beauty and is a testimony of craftsmanship, it is clear that in this sacred art work, beauty is a by-product. The work was created with a
narrative in mind and has a firm resolution to serve the faithful. It indeed succeeds in inspiring a
suitable frame of mind in the ordinary worshipper to perform the Station devotional practice.
Ducasse’s quotation (1964: 210) of Leo Tolstoy’s words (1898) comes to mind: “Art is a human
activity, consisting in this, that one man, consciously, by means of certain external signs, hands on
to others feelings he has lived through, and that other people are infected by these feelings, and also
experience them.” Thus did Sutor also inspire Alan Ridout by his ideas and execution of Der
Kreuzweg, which as the composer’s note mentions can be seen in the Altenberg Cathedral.
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Chapter 7: A comparison of the compositions
7.1.

Introduction

The following comparison was necessitated by Ridout’s composer’s note which connects Sutor’s
Kreuzweg to The Fourteen Stations of the Cross. Ridout uses the word “suggest”, which can be interpreted in two possible ways: that the idea to compose a work in this particular genre occurred to
him when he looked at the Kreuzweg, or that the work captured his imagination to such an extent
that he wanted to represent what he had seen in his own musical language. As we have discussed
previously, Ridout thrived on inspirational ideas and it can be assumed that the latter option is the
more likely meaning of his note. He (1995:110) explains the nature of inspiration in the following
way:
“Sources of inspiration are many and complex, and it may seem bizarre to say that some of my
works, and possibly others still in the future, have their origin in a couple of kids, one of whom
happen to be me, enjoying a scrap in the field. It is nevertheless as true as that other works stem
from a peculiar but consuming experience up a tree in childhood, and still others from two sounddreams in infancy – one static, the other horrific violence. In works I feel to be fully integrated –
such as my Fourteen Stations of the Cross for organ – all of these formative influences may be discovered. Inspiration, it seems, comes from where it will: it is not finally in one’s own hands.”
Though Ridout acknowledges that his composition was suggested by Der Kreuzweg, he probably
did not know anything about the artist and possibly not even his name. As Sutor died in 1974 and
Ridout’s composition dates from 1978, we can assume that these works are brought together by
Ridout’s composer’s note only.
7.2.

Ridout’s interest in art

Alan Ridout’s keen interest in art is extensively discussed in his autobiography. This interest was
triggered by his mother and her brother Donald who were both water colour artists. He appreciated
the works of Rembrandt and Renoir, and became intrigued by the works of Graham Sutherland
(1903-1980) which he saw in the National Gallery when he was nine. About Sutherland he writes,
“He was then Official War Artist and the image of the bombed buildings and twisted lift-shafts hit
me with enormous power. Virtually everything that he produced has given me a sharp stab of
recognition” (Ridout, 1995:37). Eric Newton describes Sutherland’s war paintings as owning a
bold, crucified poignancy that gives the war a new meaning (Osborne, 2006: 1116). Ridout composed a work inspired by paintings by Sutherland. Shortly before his death, he is said to have been
contemplating another organ work based on art that he had seen. It is also noted that he commissioned works of art in his private capacity that he could not actually afford (Clarke, 2014).
7.3.

Ridout’s ideas about good craftsmanship

The composer expresses his satisfaction with The Fourteen Stations of the Cross for the way that it
was completely “integrated”. From Britten’s reply to his letter, he marvelled especially at the lesson
learnt about the far-reaching consistency of material used (Ridout, 1995:34). He admired Webern
and writes, “…many of his followers in the 50’s and 60’s misguidedly proliferated music which
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appropriated his economical melodic gestures without realising that such concentration of material
also demanded Webern’s compression of overall form.” The wording from the above quotations
that catches the eye are “integrated, consistency of material, economical melodic gestures, and concentration of form.” It is possible that Ridout admired similar points of style in the craftsmanship of
Sutor.
7.4.

Similarities in approach in style and technique in the two compositions

7.4.1. Simplicity
In the work of Sutor, we see that he chooses to create a substantial work in simple, primitive substance, limestone. Ridout’s work (of approximately thirty minutes) on the other hand, creates a
theme by beginning with a series of intervals of which the first is a minor second interval. They
both are confident that their minimalistic material would serve them well to realise their intentions
to create a substantial work.
Ridout’s gradual introduction of theme fragments is done in a natural way. The subtle quality of his
transformations allows a feeling of simplicity and unity. We can compare this style to Sutor’s limited use of figures and subtle changes in the positioning of the cross and the body of Jesus. This
again creates the feeling of constancy and regularity in Sutor’s composition. Neither work can be
deemed as being merely decorative or virtuosic.
7.4.2. Expression
In the first Station, Jesus is condemned to death, it is easy to follow in the work of art that Sutor
depicts a Roman soldier in costume, accompanied by all the necessary emblems of the Roman Empire. Ridout portrays the same scene with a march-like, almost aggressive sounding toccata. The
music carries a distinct suggestion of motion and should one decide that the repeated note figure is
indeed a parlando, it becomes in Station 1 the shouting or the commands of the soldier. This Station
can easily be described as a sound picture, but to me rather expresses general emotions such as agitation or anguish.
In Station 11, Jesus is nailed to the Cross, both artists draw the audience to the centre of the actual
scene. Ridout’s ff clusters and pounding pedal solo creates a terrifying picture. The perspective of
the onlooker at the scene of the crucifixion is suggested by the music and corresponding emotions
are evoked. With the use of the clusters, he depicts the hammering in of nails, and carefully arranges them in separate groupings of unequal lengths. There are tense silences in between the clusters
which create a feeling of expectation. The audience will (hopefully) experience feelings of devastation when the organist applies the forearms to create chaotic sound which ends on a chord that disappears into nothingness.
In Sutor’s work, the crucifixion has not been completed either. In his Station 11, one sees the enormous nail showing through the palm of Jesus’s left hand. The right hand still hangs, waiting. Both
artists succeed in confronting the viewer or listener with the actual events … waiting for the sound
of the hammer and the next nail to be driven in. The qualities of the music that allows it to evoke
such extreme emotions, can be listed as the use of strong contrasting dynamics, a wide range of
pitch and erratic, irregular rhythm. In comparison, the sculpted relief communicates serenity, rely-
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ing on the audience to experience the emotions almost through what the composition refrains from
depicting.
Station 6, Veronica wipes the face of Jesus, is interpreted by both artist as a highly emotional and
dramatic scene. Ridout applies the divine number three, three-bar phrases, three of them, three times
a cry out and a three-bar phrase of fortissimo chords which suggest a feeling of distress. His short
and abrupt phrasing with irregular rhythm and sharp contrasting dynamics evokes the emotions that
the audience will experience as protest against the unfairness of the cruelty as well as sympathy for
the suffering of Jesus.25 In Sutor’s Station 6, there is also interaction between Jesus and Veronica,
both touching the cloth at the same time. It can be seen as an intimate scene, where the human side
of the Son of God meets the sympathy of another human being.
The title of Station 8 is, in Ridout’s composition, Jesus speaks to the women of Jerusalem, but in
Der Kreuzweg, it becomes Jesus spricht zu den klagenden Frauen (Jesus speaks to the lamenting
women) adding that they were lamenting. Ridout’s Station, is an example of what can be called
“spiritual timelessness”. This is achieved by not using a time signature and varying the bar lengths,
thus depriving the music of a pulse and motion. It becomes floating and intimate. Sorrow is expressed through the use of sighing motives, leaning on the accustomed practice of the expression of
similar emotions of the Baroque era. The parlando repeated octave notes form an ever-descending
line. Occasionally it is interrupted by silences. In this movement, holiness is expressed by the use of
predominantly major chords in second inversion which again creates the feeling of fluidity and suspension.
Sutor’s composition is also very expressive: Jesus’s hands are almost in the typical prayer position,
but the cross withholds him from praying with the mourning women. His countenance reveals emotions of sadness and sympathy. Sutor uses the symbol of a halo to indicate the holiness of his figures, and Ridout uses symbols from music that communicates the spiritual. The sighing motives, the
falling fourth, the typical embellishment theme connect the music to the earlier times of the Baroque era’s Affektenlehre and achieve the same stylistic reference as the halo, in other words, becoming a symbol of the collective religious history.
7.4.3. Unity
In the principles of art (De la Croix et al., 1971:7-9), unity is described as a summary of all of the
principles and elements of design. It refers to the coherence of the whole, the sense that all of the
parts are working together to achieve a common result. Unity can also be a matter of concept. The
elements and principles can be selected to support the intended function of the designed object,
which is the theological function and true of both works of art, and as to the purpose of the object,
to relate the same story to unify the design in both cases. Bearing this in mind it is easy to see that
unity in these works was achieved through the function and purpose, to explain Christian belief in
tangible form.

25

Ideally, the listener is expected to identify with Veronica, to admire her and to believe that he would have acted in the
same way as she did.
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It is important for the Roman Catholic worshipper to see the Stations as fourteen separate units and
not as one meditation. In art, however, quite the opposite point of view is held. Despite the fourteen
movements present, the work should be seen as one. This is true of both the analysed works. Unity
is created by a consistency of style and material. Ridout achieved his unity through his use of developing variation. Sutor creates unity by the similarity of his fourteen clearly defined compositions. Again the consistency of style becomes the unifying element. His style deviates in the 14th
Station, to create an ethereal feeling of other worldliness. In a theological sense, it is acceptable to
present the death of Jesus in this style, but when this is judged purely as a work of art, I find it less
satisfying.
7.4.4. Progression
The falling Stations are in the case of both artists the clearest illustration of progression. As expected, each fall of Jesus is to be worse than the previous one. Ridout’s ascending melodic figures
suggest a feeling of struggle which can be interpreted (with the aid of the programme) as a struggle
not to fall and then a descending motion to the inevitable fall. The fall is always suggested by the
twice repeated chord which, as we have already discussed, is placed on a different beat in the bar,
correlating with the number of the fall. In Sutor’s work, the position of the cross remains more or
less the same in all three Stations, but the position of the body of Jesus is moved from the centre to
the left and then almost prostrate to the right.
7.4.5. Emphasis
The artist or designer uses emphasis to call attention to something, or to vary the composition in
order to hold the viewer’s interest by providing visual surprises. Emphasis can also be achieved by
way of interruption in the rhythm of a composition and Ridout uses this most effectively through
the use of silences, altering of directions in figures and altering of texture. In the case of Sutor, we
find that in Station 11, where Jesus is crucified he draws the focus to the single nail in the left hand
of Jesus by leaving an empty space to the right of the composition and also by placing the figure of
Jesus far to the left. The substantial change of style in the 14th Station also employs this effect. An
ambience of ethereal holiness is achieved.
7.5.

Concluding thoughts

The insight that I obtained through my comparative study suggests to me that the works of Ridout
and Sutor are compatible and could indeed be effectively combined in performance. Both artists
show impeccable integrity and their sensitivity to their subject ensure that their portrayals are very
convincing. There is a certain subtlety in both the works that makes it very intriguing and appealing
to hear and see.
In surveying the compatibility of the two works, I also questioned the possibility of using other
works of art in combination with Ridout’s music. I did not have to look further than the cover page
of the printed music score which strangely features a dramatic and predominantly red photograph of
The Deposition (Christ is removed from the Cross) by Bernard van Orley (c 1488-1541).26 It shows

26

I am aware that this particular work of art is not part of a Stations of the Cross depiction. As the publisher of the
music score considered it a suitable choice for a cover page, it suffices to be used as an example here.
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seven persons, all dressed in red carrying Jesus’s yellowed body from the crucifix. I was repelled by
the stark contrast that this display had to Ridout’s minimalistic and concentrated composition. I
realised that I have subconsciously merged the works of the two artists. To me, it has become such a
unity that any other work of art appeared to be almost unethical. More than ever, I was convinced
that the work of Sutor and the work of Ridout share the same aesthetic principles.
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Chapter 8: The triangle of composer, performer and listener
8.1.

Introduction

There is a school of thought, advocated by Nikolaus Listenius (Dahlhaus, 1967:11) who holds a
musical work of art as an abstract entity, an opus absolutum, freed from its sounding realisation in
any present moment. However, a second school of thought, supported by Johann Gottfried Herder
(Dahlhaus, 1967:10), sees music as an energetic art, which is essentially an activity, not a product or
a piece of work. This distinction brings to mind the original Aristotelian idea which distinguishes
between poiesis (making) and praxis (doing) (Dahlhaus, 1967:10). I believe that a musical score
comes to life when the text is translated into sound and that which existed prior to the performance,
on paper, was an invitation to which the performer had to make a contribution. This is of course
with due consideration to the style period and knowledge of the composition and composer.
Notations and structural relations alone do not define a work, but ultimately require elucidation
through what the performer will find there. As performance and interpretation are an integral part of
the life of a musical work, the performer can be considered to be the mediator between composer
and audience, a position that requires grave responsibility. In this chapter, I discuss this interactive
participation and interdependency of the composer, the performer and the audience.
The role of the composer, performer and audience is discussed by both Ridout (1995: 106-109) in
his A composer’s life and Aaron Copland (1900-1990) in his Music and imagination (1952: 8-58).
Ridout maintains that a work with only one possible interpretation must be limited in itself. Copland encourages the performer to be imaginative, an aspect of performance, which is good to see
endorsed by a famous composer. Both authors are adamant that the performer contributes a personal
reading to the score and holds the power to convince even the most hostile audience. In the following paragraph, I dwell on these ideas by drawing a parallel between the logic of the compositional
process, the process of interpretation and performance and the response of the listener. I address
them separately.
8.2.

The compositional process

Ridout demonstrates the genesis of a theme through the use of developing variation. Gradually, he
builds and transforms musical fragments into an argument of ideas which have a logical resolution
in the theme of the 14th Station. Through his consistent use of thematic material, he manages to
create a thread that runs through all the movements and maintains a feeling of unity. The similar
cadences of the falling Stations are particularly effective and also illustrate the composer’s thought
process. He numbers the three fallings with the placing of the final chords on respectively beat one,
two or three. He is clearly aware of the importance of the number three to Christians (so that here
must be three fallings of Jesus). He maintains a compositional process that includes a particular
intervallic relationship which is not audible to the listener, but is intriguing to the performer, as it
gives a certain logic and purpose to the process. Specific intervals are chosen for their capacities to
suggest a melancholy atmosphere. Though the composition is written in the free tonal language of
the twentieth century, there are also references to style practices from earlier periods, which prove
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that one can disconnect oneself from history. Ridout’s spirituality shines through in his composition
and reflects the deep understanding of the composer of the subject of the fourteen Stations of the
Cross. To me the intricate score carries a sublime, almost poetic meaning and it becomes a testimony of the composer’s faith.
8.3.

The interpretation and performance process

There is a lofty ring to the words of Jurrien Sligter (2007: 56), who suggests that the performer becomes “an intermediary to whom can be ascribed the extraordinary ability to communicate at a supernatural level with the composer, thus assigning him the status of a high priest.” 27 Nevertheless, I
admit that through my research I indeed developed a spiritual understanding of the man, Ridout.
Though the title of this fairly unknown composer’s autobiography, “A composer’s life” initially
bemused me through the sheer weight of it, the contents gained my respect. It revealed a very convincing, serious persona who was confident that his legacy would go on and that he would find his
rightful place in music history.
If musical analysis, as Manfred Bukofzer (1977: 57) says, can indeed be thought of as the reversal
of the compositional process, we can assume that analysis will result in the completion of a full circle, ending in the composer’s mind where the idea originated. Ridout portrays himself as a highly
spiritual person and a true Roman Catholic believer. These aspects were audible in his music and
inspired me as the performer of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross. Pratt (1977: 53) embroiders on
Bukofzer’s idea by arguing that the later stages of analysis move out of the domain of musicology
into the domains of philosophy and psychology.
In my preparation of this work, like Ridout, I gradually became absorbed with the Roman Catholic
dogma and entangled in the composer’s spirituality, a process which eventually changed me into a
more “suitable” performer for this work. Henk Borgdorff (2007: 9) sees artistic practices as performative practices, in the sense that “artworks and creative processes do something to us, set us in
motion, and alter our understanding and view of the world, also in a moral sense. Artistic practices
are mimetic and expressive when they represent, reflect, articulate or communicate situations or
events in their own way, in their own medium. By virtue of their very nature, artistic practices are
also emotive, because they speak to our psychological, emotional life.” Similar to Ridout, I became
intrigued with a dogma that would encourage its devotees to regard art as a vehicle for theological
contemplation.
There is a duality in the interpretive process, the first being the intuitive aspects governed by tacit
knowledge and the second, the understanding of structural elements, for they ultimately determine
the decisions that are made by the performer. Thus the knowledge gained through analysis persuades the performer to take a stand. Analysis uncovers entities that the performer might choose to
project in a particular way, but would otherwise be unaware of. What then was previously called by
Brubaker (2007: 67) the necessary state of uncertainty has developed through “fact finding” into a
state of knowing which will proceed to become conviction that will ultimately lead to an assertive
performance.

27

Given Ridout’s believe in the spiritual, he would most likely support this notion.
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I have already described the investigations that preceded the performance and would like to offer
my subjective findings as data to aid future performers of this work. I present this by means of a
short summary.
Through analysis, the performer becomes an accomplice to the compositional process, knowing all
the inside information and able to evaluate the significance of material. As in all musical compositions, the overall structure of the work needs consideration before decisions about tempi, timings
and dynamics can be made. The analysis operates on two levels: that of traditional musical theorem,
and the domain of psychology. In the first place, it starts with the score where matters of structure,
tonality, motives, dynamics, articulation and registration are addressed. Secondly, but not less important are the considerations of the meaning and the possible interpretation of the composer’s
choices. This supposes an insight into the mind of the composer and the research on Ridout (presented in Chapter Three) may be helpful in this regard.
In Aaron Copland’s (1952:52) informative book, Music and imagination, the composer (who was
often frustrated by his contemporaries’ lack of understanding of his own work) expresses the opinion that the performer is expected to transmit the composer’s idea, but is allowed to give a personalised reading of a work, which becomes then not just a composition, but the composition as our performer on that one occasion understands its meaning and tries to communicate it as inspiring. Ridout (1995:107) writes about the listener as being the third side of the triangle (composer and performer being the other two), and marvels at the power of a gifted performer who has the ability to
influence a hostile audience to become converted to his interpretation. To me, the real challenge lies
here, to be able to convince an audience by the power of my own interpretive conviction. I have
reason to believe that my two performances of The fourteen Stations of the Cross was met with
approval and would like to share some of my own personal readings of the score.
For me, through what I will call my musical imagination, it became possible to ascribe particular
elements of the programme to the identified theme fragments. Since there is a consistent development through variation, the same figure can have through transformation more than one meaning.
I begin with the repeated note figure: Repeated note figures suggest to me a recitativo or a parlando
style, as we find for example in Beethoven’s Sonata Op. 32. Thus, the repeated note figure in Station 1 suggested to me the aggressive commands of the soldiers, but in transformation in Station 8,
it becomes the intimate conversation between Jesus and the women of Jerusalem. However, In Station 11 it is altered once more and presented as clusters, which in a literal way and without any
doubt depicts the hammering of nails into the crucifix. The imagination may contribute a further
hypothesis that may add emotional value, especially when it is explained to the audience: suppose
that the other two crucifixes (of anonymous criminals) were being erected – in the meantime, at a
distance – while Jesus was receiving his Cross in Station 2; the distant repeated note figure of Station 2 can refer to a desolate and distant hammering, which is really an alarming thought.
As far as the embellishment theme is concerned, I found that it has the capacity to suggest motion.
This theme is the main driving element of the agitated ambience in Station 1. Transformed to become a contorted statement in Station 6, it gains in dramatic expression. In Station 14 it is a means
to intensify emotion when it is applied in a slow and lyrical way.
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The prevailing mood of this work is mournful and the means that the composer reverts to, to create
this brooding ambience, is the application of small intervals which suggest a minor mode. I hold the
opinion that the organ music repertoire has conditioned organists to see the falling fourth and sighing motives as a means of expressing sorrow. An awareness of this will be sufficient to influence
the timing or application of rubato by the performer.
The ambience which is required in each Station is suggested by the composer’s imaginative application of rhythmic figures. He provides moments to pause and ponder through the use of long rests,
but also abruptly changes rhythmical patterns. He also creates a feeling of fluidity by the several
changes of time signatures and the use of irregular metre. Even in regular metre, he occasionally
uses syncopation to allow a fragment to become seemingly without pulse.
The organist’s choice of registration will create suitable ambiences. The dynamic and articulation
indications are carefully marked, but the choice of registers are mostly left to the discretion of the
organist. Ridout had a specific instrument in mind when the composition was conceived. Therefore,
it is interesting to consider the possibilities of the organ of Canterbury Cathedral and to try to find
correlating sounds on the organ that is chosen for the recital. The soft 16-foot bourdon on the great
manual of the Cathedral organ, for instance, is not a common register on modern-day instruments.
Therefore, the performer will need to play some of the music of Station 4 an octave lower, choosing
an 8-foot register.
The timing between movements is also crucial in maintaining a musical argument. Ridout suggests
this, for example, at the beginning of Station 12, Jesus dies on the cross, by starting with a bar of
three minim rests, clearly indicating a break between the Crucifixion and the death of Jesus. It is
also important to find a solution for the problem of the looseness of the fourteen short movements.
Due to the limited nature of expression of the organ, articulation is of the utmost importance. Although staccato and accents are clearly indicated, their exact execution is always open to interpretation. The performer is reminded of Ridout’s opinion (Ridout, 1995:106-107) that the work belongs
to the performer and that he revelled in fresh and original interpretations of his works. Ridout also
discusses the relativity of tempo and metronome indications and clearly sees tempo as variable,
according to the acoustics of a particular concert hall. The information (available in Chapter Two)
about the origins and intention of the Stations of the Cross genre may provide additional insight to
the performer. If we consider again the objective of the devotional practice of the Stations of the
Cross, we must bear in mind that its purpose is to create a suitable frame of mind in the listener.
Music that at first seems complicated, uninviting and not immediately appealing becomes intriguing
when the purpose and compositional process are realised.
8.4.

The listener’s response

In the performance of music with a specific programme, it can be expected that some kind of communication will be understood, whether it is the relating of a story or only the suggestion of a relevant mood. This must be comprehensible to the listener who is expected to respond and show an
appreciation of the content. Carl Dahlhaus’ (1967: 5) describes an adequate aesthetic response towards a work of art, which I would like to support. In a discussion of the metaphysics of beauty,
Dahlhaus holds that the appropriate norm of behaviour toward a work of art is “contemplation, self-
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forgetting absorption in a thing. The aesthetic object is isolated, removed from its environment and
regarded with strict exclusiveness as if it were the only thing that existed.”
I agree with Sligter (2007: 48), who states that the performer should not restrict this reflection to
his/her own actions but has a moral obligation to his/her audience and environment. He refers to
“the moral dimension of practical wisdom.” I found this an important consideration in my research
as the possible reception of the music by the audience as well as the dogma of the church had to be
observed. A definite attempt was (successfully) made to bridge the dogmatic differences by respectfully adding the requested text that stated the Protestant point of view for obtaining salvation. There
was no conflict and no negative reaction, as the possibility thereof was anticipated and taken care of
in advance.
The performer must have a thorough knowledge of what the title, The Fourteen Stations of the
Cross of the composition refers to and consider how Ridout’s music communicates this programme.
Ridout is addressing a subject that supposes more than merely another musical performance, but a
work which is deeply rooted in religion. The tonal language of the composer needs to be somehow
made accessible to the audience, for the work ultimately needs to be “understood” to be able to
communicate a theological concept. In this respect, the knowledge of Sutor’s influence (which is
provided in Chapter Four) can be used as an aid to the audience.
It is actually terrifying to compare the effort of the performer in preparing the music to the projected
listener’s response, especially when there is reason to believe that the music will not be understood.
This problem is the curse of our age, where due to financial considerations mostly popular classical
music is heard in concert. I gave this idea a lot of thought, especially when I first-hand experienced
the horror with which one of the elders of our congregation approached me while I was practising
the clusters of Station 11, the dramatic scene of the crucifixion. Out of context, the music sounded
to him like a cacophony, unintelligible and aggressive. I realised that my audience will need to be
prepared and informed, actually warned.
Ridout’s tonal language can be considered to belong to the category of challenging listening as it
does not attempt to guide the listener by providing recognisable, or known thematic material. When
we consider Adorno’s ideas (Tia DeNora, 2003:79) of music as owning a property of the collective
consciousness, which is governed by cultural customs, this music clearly belongs to a different category. It is new, and durchkomponiert, as the form of developing variation dictates. There is, for
example, no reference to any traditional chorale melody and the listener has no point of reference.28
Even though the purpose and subject of the music is indicated through the titles, the language in
which Ridout communicates his ideas is complex. It requires concentration from the listener who
will need additional information to be able to grasp the meaning.
I would like to dwell on discussions about the abilities and expectations of listeners and begin with
Copland (1952:14), who devotes a chapter in Music and imagination on what he refers to as “the
gifted listener”. Qualities of such a person will be a mature understanding of the natural differences

28

Winand Grundling’s Stations of the Cross improvisations depend on the collective unconscious of his audience and
he goes so far as to include secular themes to communicate his programme.
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of musical expression to be anticipated in music of different epochs. Such a person must also have
the gift of being able to see all around the structural framework of an extended piece of music. Interesting is the distinction that Dahlhaus (1967, 84) draws between two kinds of aesthetics in his
discussion of the standards of criticism. The first is a sensuous kind of judgement made by a refined
listener who has a natural good taste and ability to grasp beauty. The second scientific aesthetic
interests me more, “…this aesthetic applies its keen attention to the antecedent feelings, tears one
part from the rest, abstracts parts from the whole – no longer a beautiful whole; for the moment it is
beauty torn to pieces and mutilated. Then this aesthetics proceeds through the several parts, reflects,
brings all of them together again in order to restore the previous impression, and finally compares,
so much the more firmly will it grasp beauty.” Though Dahlhaus is actually referring to a process of
analysis, I think that what he refers to as beauty can be explained to an audience by sharing the
thoughts of the performer, and by pointing out what must be listened for. I am of the opinion that by
applying a similar breakdown of the music and presenting it as a verbal explanation, it may allow a
way in for a less gifted listener to grasp the music.
Davies (1994:369) echoes this argument by stating that “…to understand music, a high degree of
involvement is required from the listener, more than just hearing, but a definite attempt to understand. Music is sensuous to a certain level, but has much more to offer on a cognitive level. When
music is coherent, there is a strong sense of the aptness of its progressing as it does, of things fitting
together, despite of the (sometimes) unexpectedness of the course taken. A listener can only understand music if he approaches it in terms of the conventions that shape it as the music that it is.”
In my reflection on the expectation of the listener’s participation, I became aware of the fact that my
listeners would not be equipped with the qualities thus described. Should I then present music of a
standard that will meet their abilities? Copland (1952:20) suggests an admirable attitude when he
addresses the lack of developing opportunities for the gifted listener in contemporary concert halls.
According to him, they have become museums for the classics and he holds that “the dream of every musician who loves his art is to involve gifted listeners everywhere as an active force in the musical community.” As this is even truer for South African audiences, the Ridout project can be seen
as a (very small) developing opportunity.
It is impossible to measure the listener’s response, as this thesis does not rely on hard data. There is,
of course, the question of taste to be considered too and Immanuel Kant’s summary of the characteristics of taste, as quoted by Dahlhaus, (1967, 72) is still valid today. “Judgements of taste, in the
imperfect reality we inhabit, very often disagree, and we have no norms that would enable us to
demonstrate which judgements are true and false, as we prove mathematical theorems.” Though
taste cannot be measured and therefore decide on the success of a performance, it cannot be ignored
altogether either. It is my conviction that the honest performer will refrain from presenting music
specifically to satisfy the taste of listeners.
The added knowledge of the intertextual connection of Ridout’s composition with Sutor’s sculptured reliefs opens the possibility of a bridge for the listener, enabling him to see what he is expected to be hearing. The combined presentation of the art works of these two kindred spirits will
enable the performer of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross to also reach an audience of less gifted
listeners.
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The origin of Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the Cross illustrates the very nature of inspiration,
the motion that it sets going, passing from the sculptor, to the composer to the performer and finally
to the listener. His composer’s note opened a door to a specific moment in his life, when he saw
Sutor’s work, and admired it enough to contemplate the composition of a similar work. He translated the spiritual aspects of Sutor’s work into his own compositional language and must have thought
about it, must have been moved by the works of art and must have imagined them after he left Altenberg to return to Canterbury. In the same way, Dahlhaus (1967:11) regards music as a form of
aesthetic contemplation which will linger on in the imagination of the listener. This idea is wellsuited to the purpose of the devotional practice, which is to inspire meditation in the devotees.
The ability of music to continue in the subconscious mind is of course also true for works of art,
literature, plays, films, et cetera. Therefore, the pictures of Der Kreuzweg and the music of the Stations of the Cross gain tremendously in expressive power when they are presented in combination.
Though the music of Ridout was intended to be presented without any visual aid, the latter makes it
more accessible to the audience. Due to the powerful expressive qualities of Ridout’s work, it also
succeeds as a sound design or soundtrack for the work of Sutor. From my perspective, a performance of Ridout’s The Fourteen Stations of the Cross in the Altenberg Cathedral will be the ultimate performance of this work, in fact the “authentic” performance.
8.5.

Conclusion

The combination of the Sutor Kreuzweg with Ridout’s The fourteen Stations of the Cross was a
convincing eye-opener to my audience, and my effort to communicate the Passion of Christ in a
holistic way was well appreciated by my small audience. Thus, I have strong reason to believe that
the triangle of composer, performer and listener was indeed completed in this instance. The positive
result was only made possible through the combination of Sutor’s work with the music of Ridout,
introduced by a verbal motivation. Though the initial performance idea sprung from Grundling’s
success, this utterly non-populist effort was very different, but managed to solve the problem of
suitable music for a specific Lent service. My research has furthermore opened up ideas to use the
Station of the Cross idea in a variety of ways in future Lent Services.
I would like to suggest the following possibilities for further investigations which are relevant to my
research. Ridout’s vast music oeuvre has not been evaluated yet, and for the organist or choir master, there is a substantial choice of excellent repertoire to be researched. His personal papers which
are kept at Ampleforth Abbey are an unexplored territory awaiting proper documentation. Dahlhaus
(1967: 78) offers a beautiful conclusion to my thesis which at the core has a discussion on the comparison of music and sculpture. I would like to offer this as a last thought for contemplation.
“A musical work is not altogether different from a visible object: the supposed whole of a musical
work, anticipated in empty or weekly determinate expectation, resembles a visible whole, first presented in a vague over-all impression, the gradually defined more precisely by way of the individual
features discerned one after the other by the beholder. Insofar as musical works of art are grasped as
such – not merely drifted through as if they were potpourris – each detail, just perceived, exists not
for its own sake but rather as a component of some whole that listeners consciously anticipate.
While a listener is discerning individual parts, his aesthetic interest – elaborating and realising itself
through the experience of the details – always aims partially or even primarily at the comprehensive
form, in order to attain unimpaired musical reality.”
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Addendum A – Copy of the manuscript of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross by Alan Ridout
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Addendum B – A copy of Der Kreuzweg im Altenberger Dom, Winfried Pilz
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